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CO-WINNERS — Seated are the co-winners in the Roc
k-A-Thon: On the left is Monty Stom of Murray and on the
right is Danny Bray of Hazel. Presenting the checks are 
Helen Spann of the Murray Quota Club and Allen Blaustein
of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Group. Staff Photo by Nike Brandon
Carter To Outline Basic Theme
Of Campaign As Ford Prepares
By 'Me Associated Press
Democratic presidential candidate
Jimmy Carter prepared to outline the
basic themes of his campaign in a West
Coast speech today, while President
Ford got ready for strategy sessions
Tuesday.
Carter was in California; Ford in
Colorado.
Two other top Republicans, mean-
while, figured in the weekend political
news.
Ronald Reagan, who challenged Ford
for the presidential nomination, said
that if he had the campaign to do over
again, he'd spend more time in Ohio —
where he lost — and less in California —
where he won an overwhelming vic-
Enrollment Up In
Calloway Schools
Enrollment in Calloway County Schools has increased by 5.69 per 
cent this
year compared with the enrollment in the-system at the end of
 the first mon-
th of the school year in 19'75.
Calloway County School Superintendent Jack Rose and Direc
tor of Pupil
Personnel Charlie Lassiter said today that a total of 2,849 stud
ents were
registered in the system this year. Last year's figure was 2,698, a
n increase
of 151 students.
The school officials said that first grade enrollment h
ad increased by 35
students this year, up 15.55 per cent over the first grade
 enrollment in 1975.
Enrollment at the various schools in the system was gi
ven as follows:
Southwest, 512; North, 682; East, 725; and Calloway High, 
930.
Carter School PTA President for 1975-76, Anne Watson, surveys the new
sidewalk being placed in front of Carter Elementary School to the corne
r
of South 13th and Poplar Streets. Also pictured are Jay Watson an
d Phillip
Carter, students at the school. Parents may join the Carter PT
A at the
school on Tuesday, August 24, during registration, according to Mary Ann
Carter, president for 1976-77.
Photo by Gerald Carter
tory.
John Connally, whose name had been
included among top contenders for the
Republican vice-presidential spot,
reportedly turned down a job as
chairman of the Republican National
Committee. According to the Sunday 
DallasTimes Herald, the former Texas
governor and one-time Democrat
believes it is too late for Ford to
overcome Carter's lead in the
presidential polls and didn't want to be
blamed for a Republican loss in
November. Connally could not be
reached for comment.
Carter, who says he would have had
more trouble in the West if Ford had
chosen Reagan instead of Sen. Robert
Dole of Kansas as his running mate,
scheduled a speech today to the Los
Angeles Town Hall Forum and an
appearance at a fundraising party in
San Francisco.
He planned to discuss the theme of his
campaign — the need to restore public
faith in government and have leaders
who are responsive to the ,people — in
the Los Angeles speech. His agenda
also included a meeting with the




Mrs. Sandra May, Murray Headstart
director, has announced the schedule
for the opening of the Headstart
program this fall.
The schedule released includes the
following dates:
August 23-25, teachers pre-service:
August 26-27, work days at school.
August 30-Sept. 3, home visits;
Sept. 6, Labor Day holiday; Sept. 7,
registration and get acquainted,
parents and children, 8:30-11:30 a.m.:
Sept. 8-10, children attend half day.
8:30-11:30 a.m.; and Sept. 13, first full
day for children, 8:30-2:00.
Hazy and Warm
Partly cloudy, hazy, -very warm and
humid thi ,ugh Tuesday. High today
and Tuesday in the upper 80s. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 60s. Partly
cloudy and very warm Wednesday.
TODAY'S INDEX
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Pair Sets 'Area Record'
In Winning Rock-A-Thon
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 81 Times Staff Writer
At 5 a. m. this morning, a man from
Princeton stopped his truck on the court
square in Murray and wondered what
in the world was going on.
Three people were sitting in a roped-
off area swaying back in forth in their
rocking chairs while a handful of sleepy
spectators watched.
When the man from Princeton was
informed that the three had been
rocking for nearly 60 hours in the Rock-
A-Thon, he got in his truck and drove
away, not believing what he had seen.
And those three participants, Danny
Bray, Monty Stom and Terry Darling
probably felt like getting in the truck
and riding away too. They were barely
able to see and couldn't really feel
anything but numbness.
It had to end sometime. Finally at
5:55 a. m., Darling stepped into the
roped-off area after the 10-minute
break which the participants received
each hour.
"Im not going to break my neck. I
could keep on going but I just don't see
the sense in sitting here and going on
4eehourqd s --
Bray and Stom agreed too. At 6:30 a.
a. m., by, mutual agreement, the two
decided to call it quits. They rocked
though until 6:56 and that gave them a
total time of 61:01, which is one-minute
better than the Jackson Purchase
record of 60 hours set last week at
Fulton by Sam Hancock, who ,:alled it
quits here Sunday at just after mid-
night.
Darling received $25 for his third-
place prize. He plans to use the money
to help pay for an ear-operation for his
five and one-half year-old daughter.
Jenny.
Stom and Bray split $150. The winner
was to have received $100 and the
second-place finisher $50 but both were
happy to settle for $75 and some sleep.
There were 96 rockers entered when
the Rock-A-Thon, sponsored by the
Murray Quota Club and the Murray-
Calloway County Senior Citizens, got
underway at 5:55 p. m. Friday.
By Sunday morning at dawn, only
seven were left in contention.
The oldest of those seven, Murray
city councilman Woodrow Rickman,
called it quits at 1020 p. m. Sunday
night.
His retirement came after a blood
pressure check, which was given at
regular intervals to the participants.
"I'd hate to beat out these
youngsters. I really got to like all of the
kids that were in this thing," the 63-
year-old Rickman said.
Finally, at 3 a. m. this morning, the
turning point came.
All the particiapni, were spread out
and not allowed to talk to each other or
receive aid from fans on the sidelines.
The first casualty was Linda Keeling
of Wingo. At 3:20 a. m., she stopped
rocking for more than the 30-secono
limit and was disqualified.
Instead of getting up and leaving, she
stayed in the chair and slept for more
than an hour. Finally, she was
awakened and taken home.
Just seven minutes after Ms. Keeling
fell asleep, Murray Middle School eight
grader Mary Lafser broke into tears.
Overcome by tears and exhaustion
after an unbelievable effort, she was
taken home by her parents. That
dropped the number remaining to only
(See Rockers, Page 12)
Teachers Picket Schools In
Two West Kentucky Counties
By The Associated Press
Teachers picketed schools in two
Kentucky counties today to try to get
—MIT" tare 3c?inot-issards-nts bargainer -
collectively with them.
In western Kentucky, the 204-
member Muhlenberg County Education
Association picketed five high ichools
and two elementary schools.
In the east, 75 to 100 pickets gathered
outside West Whitesburg High, where a
teachers meeting is scheduled today'.'
The Muhlenberg County teachers
formed the Muhlenberg County
Education Association in May and
asked that the county board of
education recognize it as their
bargaining agent.
The board refused and the teachers
voted to strike unless an agreement
was reached.




Calloway Circuit Court Judge J Imes
Lassiter has ruled that the Murray-
Calloway County Airport Board has the
right to take a 21.2 acre tract of land for
expansion of airport facilities, ac-
cording to court records.
The 21.2 acres is over five acres less
than the airport board had sought. The
land is owned by Jerry-- Bibb, who had
contested the taking of the land in
circuit court. Bibb contended that the
extra five acres was not necessary for
the airport expansion.
Judge Lassiter also ruled that Bibb
has the right to the crops now growing
on the land, provided that they are
harvested by December.
The judgment calls for a payment of
$30,000 for the land, but Bibb said today
that he will contest the amount to be
paid before a Calloway Circuit Court
The land is sought by the board for
expansion of the present runway at the
airport.
Earnings Up Substantially
five high sthools - Graham, Bremen,
Hughes Kirk, Drakesboro and
sfrawurMuhlenberyg jeChecontrlisa„ Mir;
Longest.
About 30 teachers picketed the
-Muhlenberg County Board of Education
offices at Powderly.
Muhlenberg teachers were supposed
to report to schools today and Tuesday
for "in-service" days and students are
scheduled to begin classes Wednesday.
In Letcher County, an "inservice"
meeting is scheduled today at West
Whitesburg High and students are to
report to the schools tomorrow.
Attwell Turner, president of the
Letcher County Teachers Organization,
said the school board has negotiated
contracts with the organization for the
past six years, but "arbitrarily" broke
off contract talks this summer.
Tappan Board Declares
3rd Quarter Dividend
MANSFIELD, OHIO, — The Tappan
Company's (NYSE-TAP) Board of
Directors reviewed the Company's
improving operating performance in
their regular bi-monthly session
Friday, and then declared a cash
'dividend for their third quarter of 1976.
The cash dividend of $.05 per share is
payable on September 15, 1976, to
shareholders of record on September 1,
1976.
W. R. Tappan, chairman of the board,
indicated: "As previously reported,
sales in the first six months of 1976 of
$124.6 million were 22.2 per cent ahead
of last year and produced net earnings
of 12.1 million, or $.68 per share. This
substantial improvement over 1975's
first half loss of $2.51million, or $.81 per
share, reflects the benefits of:
—Increased volume and selling
prices;
—Generally stable or reduced ex-
penses;
—Reduced bank borrowings and
lower interest costs;
—Utilization of certain tax loss and
investment tax credit carry-forwards."
Tappan further stated: "Part of the
sales and earnings turn-around was
directly related to the many new
products introduced in recent months.
Included in these products is the new
energy saving Convectionaire Gas
Range plus an expanded model line-up
of the fast growing microwave oven.
The recently introduced probe and
touch control microwave ovehs and gas
and electric over-under models have
been very well received by Tappan's
customers. More new products are
slated for introduction during the
balance of 1976."
U.A.W. local 1068 has been on strike
at the local Tappan plant since June 23.
1975.
PROPERTY VALUATION WORKSHOP—Charles Hale (standing, s
econd from left), property valuation ad-
ministrator for Calloway County, and four deputies on his s
taff were among about 50 property valuation ad-
ministrators and deputies from 17 Kentucky counties who parti
cipated in a one-day workshop at Murray State
University Aug. 19. Deputies who attended are: (standing, left) lam
es L Hamilton and (seated, from left) Martha Bar-
nett Celia Taylor, and Eva Hale. Shown with them are: Maurice P. Carp
enter (standing, right), commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Revenue; and Dr. Rex Galloway, direct
or of public service training for the sponsoring
College of Business and Public Affairs. Representatives of the Ken
tucky Department of Revenue and Murray State
' served as workshop instructors.
•





Sex and the D.C.
Secretaries
By Abigail Van Buren
,• 1976 by C..coso Tedoutw•N 7 Mfg. Sy ne/ tnc
•
DEAR ABBY: I see in the news that American. taxpayers are paying up to $26,000 annually to provide its• elected official's with "female companionship" around the' clock.
I am a disabled veteran. I draw only $8,340 a year and--can't afford a mistress, so I have to sleep with my own_ .wife.
• Sign me...•.
LACKING BENEFITS
DEAR LACKING: Let's hear it from a homemaker whohas another view of the news:
DEAR ABBY: That buxom blonde Washington secre-Lary who can't type or answer the phone but drew $14,000eyear for entertainingIler boss. has made my day!
I am a housewife whose job doesn't pay a salary, but it's.„.4..aimitAtang..to 
ictr .4Deght• ;.mr.,,,4agmlfrpz").‘1.4yes4 t.2alay of 'Ana Route eine.zrvi
.entertaining my husband twice a week.





DEAR WORTH: And now a word from a secretary who, works "on the hill."
.7 DEAR ABBY: I 'rn a hard-working, well-paid, Washing-ton secretary, hired to do office wont, and that's all I'mexpected to do. I resent all those "ladies-in-waiting" whohave given us government gals a bad name. In self-defenseI paid a dollar for a badge that says, "I CAN TYPE"
FOR THE RECORD
Z DEAR ABBY: Should a dinner guest (whether it be a` friend or relative) offer to help the hostess clear the tablebetween courses and when dinner is finished?
I am referring to homes where there are no paiddomestic employees
BLUE ISLAND, ILLINOIS
DEAR BLUE: If it's obvious that your hostess coulduse a little help, offer. But if she declines, take her at herword and don't insist.
1 DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who is 60 years old. She' was married 10 years ago by the justice of the peace andnow she wants a church wedding with all the trimmings.• She's having her four young nieces as bridesmaids, andher "maid" of honor is an old maid of 70 who was herchildhood friend. The "bride" is wearing a long white (!)gown and there's to be a large reception in a rented hall.• I say, getting married in church is fine, but at her age
and after 10 years of marriage, she should have a quiet". religious ceremony and a dinner afterward in someone's' home or in a nice restaurant. I also think a white gown isin poor taste.
Everyone is laughing at her. What is your opinion?
N.J.FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: I think it's a beautiful idea, and I, forone, see nothing to laugh about. It's her first religiousceremony, so why shouldn't she have the kind of wedding.-she wants?
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY; Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
- Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
MOM IN MURRAY





"Shadow Of The Hawk" (PG)
Mal - "lisp Bwry Sem4tur"
Revenge Of The Cheerleaders
Plus
"THE RUNAWAYS" - Roth (R)
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Lynn Bizzell
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Lynn Bizzell of Almo Route One will ob-
serve their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, August 29.
Mr. Bizzell is the son of the late James Riley and Dora Alice
BizzelL Mrs. Bizzell is the daughter of the late Lewis N. and
Mary H. Mathis.
The' couple was married August 28, 1926, at Dexter with their
attendants being Eula Hopkins Barfield and Kenton Woodall.
The late Bro. Alfred Harris performed the ceremony.
. Mr. and Mrs. Bizzell are the parents of three
daughters—Mrs. James 0. (Ruby) Futrell of Murray Route
Miss Betty Bizzell of Wheel Estates, Louisville.
Their seven grandchildren are Mrs. Roger (Sandra) Joseph
of Calvert Qty; Joe Lynn, Barry James, and Angela Beth
Futrell, all of Murray Route Eight; Sherilyn Raye, Michael
Layne, andSradley Mathis Haley, all of Almo Route One. One
great grandchild is Lekeishia Dawn Joseph.
A reception in honor of the couple will be held at their home
on U. S. Highway 641 North at Almo Heights on Sunday, August
29, from two to four p.m. Hostesses for the occasion will be the
daughters and granddaughters of the honored couple.




Winners for Ladies Day
Golf, held Wednesday, August
18th, at Murray Country Club,
are listed below: Cham-
pionship flight, Betty Jo
Purdom won low gross and
Sue Brown had low net.
Margaret Shuffett was low
gross winner for the first flight
and Toni Hopson had low net.
Second flight low gross
winner was Jane Fitch and
Jean Doxsee had low det.
Betty Scott had low gross for
the third flight and Rebecca
Irvan won low net.
Fourth flight low gross
winner was Cindy Ashby and
Vicki Baker had low net.
Eleanor Diuguid will serve
as golf hostess for Wednesday,
August 25th. Anyone listed in
the line-up who is unable to
play, please Call Mrs. Diuguid
at 753-4721. If anyone who is
not listed in the line-up would
like to play, call Mrs. Diuguid
or come out at nine a.m. and
be lined up at the tee.
Championship flight tee
number one at 9:50 a.m. —
Betty Jo Purdom, Carol
Hibbard, Frances Hulse,
Jerlene Sullivan.
Tee number one at 10 a.m. -
Phyllis Kain, Euva Nell
Mitchell, Betty Stewart and
Evelyn Jones.
First flight, number one tee
at 9:10 a.m. — Margaret
Shuffett, Toni Hopson, Sue
Costello, and Euldene
Robinson.






Roach, and Alice Purdom.
Second flight, number one




Number one tee, 9:30 a.m.
— Dorothy Fike, Beverly
Spann, and Faira Alexander.
Number one tee at 9:40 a.m.
— Anna Mary Adams,
Frances Miller, and Patsy
Miller.
Third flight, number four
tee, nine a.m. — Rowena
Cullom, Mary Watson, Kitty
Freeman, and Orbena
Koenen.
Number four tee at 9:10
a.m. — Doris Cella, Judy
Muehleman, Carla Reicroat,
and Pam Mavity.
Number four tee at 9:20
a.m. -Chris Graham, Rebecca
Irvan, Sadie West, and Norma
Frank,
Fourth Flight, number
seven tee at nine a.m. — Cindy
Ashby, Vicki Baker, Janice
Howe, and Clara Ingram.
Number seven tee at 9:10
a.m. — Billie Carroll, Billie
Cahoon, Pat McReynolds, and
Jo Benson.
Number seven tee at 9:20
a.m. — Sandra Smith,
Lorraine Maggard; Jenny
Hutson, and Juliet Wallis.
Number seven te4 at 9:30
a.m. — Ruby Pool, Eddie Mae
Outland, Mary B. Overby, and
Ruth Wilson.
Wanda Gough, teacher of
Orientation to the World of
Work and coordinator of the
Work Experience Program at
Murray High School, attended
a Special Vocational
Education Conference last
week- at Executive.. WasLin
Louisville.
The theme orthc week was
Independence for Special
Needs Students. Noted
speakers included Dr. James
B. Graham, Superintendent of
Public Instruction, and Bob
W. Brown, Chairman, State
Board of Education. ,





Ms. Gough was elected
representative of Region I for
KAVESNP, a recently ac-
tivated organization for





Murray Chapter of In-
ternational Secretaries will
meet at North Branch of
Peoples Bank with Bill Boyd
as speaker.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet at
seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at 7:30 p.m.
Rangers arid Rangerettes
will have a pizza party at
Pagliai's from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. Each member may bring




School PTA will be made
during the school hours. Dues





will meet at Ken-Bar Inn,
Gilbertsville, at 10:30 a.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Community Center.
Tau Phi Lfmbda Sorority
will meet at the home of Betty
Baker at seven p.m. with Ann
Spann as oehostess.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
shop from 9:30 a.m. to three
p.m. and have fun and work
night from six to nine p.m.
Tuesday, August,24
Calloway County Boosters
Club will meet at North
Elementary School at eight
p.m. with Calloway High
Coach Bob Sloan as speaker.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens activities.
Magic Tri Women's Bowling
League will meet at Corvette
Lanes at seven p.m. for all
members and persons in-
terested in bowling. For in-
formation call Billie Hall 753-
7886.
Wednesday, August 25
Oaks Country Club ladies
day luncheon will be served at
nisost the club with Virginia
.1Ws and Jeannie Morgan as
chairmen of the hostesses.
Bridge and golf will be at 9:30
a.m,
Ladies day luncheon Will be
served at noon at the Murray
Country Club With Mrs. Don
Keller as luncheon chairman:
BENTON PATIENT
Lillie Nanney of Hardin was
dismissed August 6 from the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Gus Hopkins of Hardin has
been a patient at Benton
Municipal Hospital. He was
dismissed August 7.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Doris O'Bryan of Hardin
was dismissed August 9 from
the Benton Hospital.
BENTON PATIENT
Pearl O'Bryan of Hardin
was discharged August 10



































But beautiful skin is a great place to begin!
Littletoris Now Carries







When all the parts come
together as beautifully as this,
you know the way sportswear is
supposed to look! The finely-
tucked shirt jacket and "fashion"
pont are in Alistair polyester-
and-Acrilan't acrylic
doubleknit, the ascot-ed shirt is
In fine Visa° polyester and the
jacquard V-neck sweater is rich
Acrilan'o acrylic. Everything is
in black, grey, ivory and plum in
8-18, with the sweater coor-

































































































































































Rocking Around The Clock
12 BELLS — Six were still in the running when the clock struck midnight Sunday and began the
final morning of the Rock-A-Thon. Left to right are Terry Darling, Danny Bray, Linda Keeling, Terri
Tabers, Mary Lafser, and Monty Stom.
.,. • :7 —I r.,• I,. tr,s, • . •
UNIQUE WOODY — Besides rocking for over 52 hours
and then aiming back after a six-hour nap to watch the
finish, 63-year-old Woody Rickman won the award for
the most unique rocker (the Bicentennial rocker with the
canopy).
WOODROW RiCKMAN, center, with Allen Blaustein of
the Senior Citizens organization and Helen Spasm of the














THE TURNING POINT — Unda Keeling (rocker with the canopy) is out of the running at this pointMonday morning From Keeling going counterclockwise are Terri Tabers, Mary 'Lafser, MontyStom, Danny Bray and Terry Darling Ms. Tabers and Ms. lafser were asleep within five minutes af-ter the picture was taken.
Z:4"*Aall*t-;44.
ON A SUNNY SUNDAY — Seven persons were left in contention at noon Sunday. From left toright they were Terry Darling, Danny Bray, Linda Keeling Woodrow Rickman, Monty Stom, MaryLafser and Terri Tabers.
tA LY S I AKI tit!) — Among some ot the early starters in the rock-a-thon were, left to right,Murray Police Chief Brent Manning, Rep. Carroll Hubbard and Murray City Council member, RubyHale.
,
THE MONEY WINNERS — These three were the only
ones left in contention at the 3:45 L m. rest break this
morning. In front with the headphones is Monty Stom
while seated behind are Danny Bray and Terry Darling.
,•••••,.• . t . •
PROOMENACANTAIA114,4k
and Ian ANbritten and Sheila Knight of the Kentucky Lake
Music Barn. Also providing entertainment were Stan Hit-
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE NEA IN POLITICS
For years, the National Education
Association presented itself as a
professional organization for teachers.
Today, it stands exposed as an
organization deeply involved in politics.
Earlier this summer John Ryor,
national president of the NEA, an-
nowiced that his organization will
publicly endorse a presidential can-
didate for the first time in its history.
The NEA also urges the appointment of
a national Secretary of Education and
federal funding of $22 billion, without
specifying what other needs should be
ignored in order to make that colossal
sum available.
In view of the NEA's involvement in
politics, it is astonishing to learn that a
number of large corporations have
announced "collaborative" efforts with
the NEA in planning a series of 1,000
-town forums" to bring teachers and
businessmen together to discuss ways
they can help each other
According to Education & Work, "the
joint effort includes the American
Cyanamid Co., American Telephone
and Telegraph, and the International
-P. F
Cyanamid's board chairman, Dr.
James Affleck, is quoted as saying
"Our immediate goal is to enlist 200
companies in this grassroots industry-
NEA effort." One wonders if these
business organizations have done their
homework on the subject of the NEA.
Certainly, not all educators approve
of the political role of the NEA. Prof.
William A. Hunter, a specialist in
Romance languages at East Texas
Baptist College, is among the educators
who object to the NEA plunge into
politics.
"It would be wrong to conclude," he
writes, "that every member of the NEA
will dutifully yield to the urgings of the
national leadership and stifle his own
inclinations when he goes to the polls.
However, the NEA is, and has been for
a long time, an undisguised trade
union, in which membership is no
longer entirely voluntary in some
areas, and it tends to rely on the
pressures, subtle or otherwise, that are
characteristic of organized labor. The
influence that can be wielded by such
blocs should no longer be ignored by the
1. public."
Certainly, it cannot be ignored by
t parents and school boards. Given the
NEA's commitment to politics, it is
only logical to conclude that some of its
political zeal will be manifested in the
classroom. Parents should be vigilant
this fall in watching for attempts by
NEA members to introduce political
A
material into the classroom.
One of the great strengths of the
American system is that elementary
and high school education is non-
political. If ii- so-called professional
organization for teachers is tran-
sformed into a political force, and
adopts the characteristics of a militant
labor union, then traditional American
schooling is likely to suffer. Indeed, the
rising generation of Americans will
suffer, for it will be exposed to partisan
appeals — to propaganda, in a word.
Dr. Hunter is not optimistic about
Parent-Teacher Associations being
able to monitor political intrusions into
the classroom. The effort should be
made, nonetheless. He is right,
however, in saying that the fun-
damental problem is the effort in the
educational system, over 15 years or
more, "to conceal the real nature of
collectivism." He cites "frantic ef-
forts" in this period to "discredit every
spokesman for the free enterprise
system."
Dr. Hunter calls for a "total
renovatm" otour educational systeM.
Such a renovation would involve a new
emphasis in the schools on the
traditional principles of freedom, in-
cluding economic freedom. It also
would involve strict rules against
politics in the classroom and equally
strict rules against union-type
harassment of school boards and
teachers who wank, to teach, despite
pressures to go on strike. But, as Dr.
Hunter says, the initiative for such a
change .-probably will have to come
from outside the ranks o' professional
educators."
No doubt, if a change comes, it will
come from concerned parents —
parents who are concerned that Johnny
can't read or write effectively, while
the NEA campaigns for $22 billion in
federal spending on education.
Isn't It
The Truth
The history books describe 5,000
years of effort by rulers to give a better
life to the poor and the disadvantaged.
That they never succeeded very well
was due to the fact that for 4,965 years
most of the people didn't know they
were disadvantaged. TV became
available only 35 years ago.
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Editonik; gild opinionated art', les on thi, page arc presented for
the purposed providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions letter, to the editor ill respult,t. to editorials and
opinionated article a are encouraged
Tlie editors' of the. nem spay, r strungh belie e that to Inapt
opinionated articles to onl) (hum' which parrallel the edituid
pl000pbi ut thin newspaper would be a disservit to to our readers.
therefore we urge traders who do nut awes. with an editorial gam' or
the idea:, presented bn an individual writer in a “duoul. to reNpond









Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
AIR BAGS: SAFETY
VERSUS FREEDOM
REP. BUD SHUSTER (Pa.) "
. . .
Secretary of Transportation, William
Coleman is to be complimented for his
judicious appraoch to resolving the "air
bag" issue.
"As the ranking minority member of
the Surface, Transportation Sub-
committee, I am painfully aware of the
indisputable fact that the use of
automobile restraints such as seat belts
and air bags, can save lives. It is dumb
not to wear a seat belt, however, in a
free society people have a right to do
dumb things. While I strongly advocate
the use of seat belts, I stop short of
mandating them. . .
"Following is an article by James J.
Kilpatrick which focuses on the issue...
from the Washington Post. . .1 com-
mend it to my colleagues." (Excerpts
follow):
When It's Big Brother
Who Buckles You In.
What is the roel of the state? What is
the responsibility of the individual? -
Where is the line to be drawn that
..rseparates vernpulsiosi from freedom?
General Motors trying to be
cooperative, offered air bags as an
option on its Oidsmobiles, Buicks and
Cadillacs in the 1974, '75 and '76 model
years. The company advertised
heavily. It hoped to sell 100,000 air-
bagged cars in each of the years. In the
three model years combined, only
10,000 customers turned up.
The final option, for mandatory in-
Letter To The Editor
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stallation of air bags in every new car,
has been kicked around since 1971
without getting any better. GM
estimates the cost of manufacture and
installation at roughly ;500 per car. The
company actually charged the 10,000
customers ;315. In volume production,
the cost might drop to say, $250. No one
knows, but no one doubts that a man-
datory air bag requirement would add
significantly to the already high price
of a new automobile.
And for what? The requirement
would add some measure of lifesaving
protection in some accidents. Is the
high cost worth the contingent benefit?
It seems doubtful. And an intangible
price must add Lo the cost in dollars in
furthering the concept that the federal
government is the benevolent shepard,




Drivers of automotive vehicles
continue -to run "head on" into each
13t1ar. They #.311 3.51sep..at the wheel and
hit trees. They drive. too faR Tor faita
conditions and wreck their cars and kill
innocent peqple. They drive while in-
toxicated or under the influence of
drugs and fill the hospital emergency
wards. The list seems endless. Some
states are making the use of seat belts
mandatory; installation of air bags in
all new cars may be next.,





NEW YORK (AP) — The national
consumer price index is to your wallet
what the Dow Jones industrial average
is to your stock portfolio. It may have
much meaning, or it might have none at
all.
Investors know that it is very unlikely
that anyone would buy all 30 stocks in
the industrial average and no others,
and so the daily fortunes of investors
usually vary widely. Some will win,
others lose, regardless of the average.
And economists know that the
national consumer price index, while
valuable as an indicator of the
economy's direction, might apply
precisely to none of the geographic
areas of the country.
Neither the industrial average nor
the consumer price index can be used
as a measure of one's own finances.
In July, for example, the price index
for the nation as a whole rose 0.5 per
cent, but in New York the rise was only
0.4 per cent, in Detroit 0.7 and in Los
Angeles, a very inflationary 1.1 per
cent.
If you examine the past 12 months
you find a similarly diverse story.
Whereas the price index for the entire
nation rose 5.4 per cent from July of
1975 to July of 1976, the increase was 6.7
per cent in both Chicago and
Philadelphia.
The breakdown of the components
also reveals vast differences.
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experienced an increase in housing
costs of only 0.1 per cent, or 1.2 per cent
on an annual basis. Rut in Los Angeles,
housing cost rose 1.1 per cent, or 13.2
per cent annually.
Is the consumer price index therefore
meaningless? Not at all.
The CPI does have an application
that is more limited than many people
realize, but it is nonetheless an
essential measurement of over-all
direction, one that policy makers could
scarcely do without.
It does, however, have rather limited
application to individual decision-
making because of the wide
geographical range of habitation and
the diverse living habits of individuals.
If the statistics are used as individual
guides, then the geographical break-
downs for particular areas are much
more valuable than the national
averages, although still not nearly so
valuable as one's own personal records.
It isn't only the CPI that is often
misconstrued as a guide to personal
affairs rather than as a general in-
dicator of the economy. The popularly
used jobless rate is often so misused, to
the chagrin of the Labor Department.
Invariably, some individuals apply
the rises and falls of jobless rate as a
measure of their own job security, if
they have one, or a measure of their
chances of finding a job, if they are
unemployed.
Used properly, the number4 are
invaluable. Used for the wrong pur-
pose, however, the numbers can often
distort and dective.
OPINION PAGk





By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — The task force of
the Deep Mine Safety Commission last
week approved a safety analyst
program to be presented to the special
session of the General Assembly this
November.
There probably will be some
refinements to the plan before it is
submitted in bill form.
As proposed by the task force, if the
plan is fully implemented it would
require the addition of 340 new state
employes for mine inspections. This
would be at a cost of slightly more than
$11 million a year.
It's a lot easier in many cases to work
out such a system on paper than it is to
implement it.
There are at least two major
problems, and either one is sufficient
for it to take months or even years to
implement the proposed safety
program that was sparked in the 1976
session of the General Assembly when
26 men were killed in two mine ex-
plosions at the Scotia mine of Blue
biamond Coal Co. near Cumberland in
Southeastern Kentucky.
• Rep. Glenn Freeman of Cumberland
- pro-fiogett ?nine- iftspectfort proierarn-
following the blast in the closing days of
the session, but there was not time in
the session to prepare and pass such a
program.
Gov. Julian Carroll asked that the
program be delayed for the special
session this fall that already had been
announced to establish the new court
system approved by the voters in
November 1975.
The first problem to implementing
the program is that sufficient trained
personnel is not available to staff all of
the positions at the beginning.
From the governor's viewpoint, it's
money. In an interview last week with
this column, Carroll said, "It sounds
like a fine program. The only thing is,
we don't have that kind of money."
Sen. Ken Gibson, D-Madfsonville,
said at the staff meeting last week,
"Right now the governor doesn't have
more than $8 million to pump into the
program." He said such a plan
probably would have to be instituted in
phases because of money and per-
sonnel.
There wasn't any money set up '3r
such a program in the budget approved
by the 1976 session of the General
Assembly. The budget set up $2 million
In the governor's contingency fund, but
this would not be sufficient to get the
program effectively started if it were
all used for that purpose, but the thing
is that the governor could not wisely
allocate the full amount of this fund to
one purpose. It has to be saved for other
emergencies.
For example, last year, the governor
had to go to the contingency fund to help
bail out the state colleges and secon-
dary school systems to meet unusual
fuel costs that were not included in their
budgets.
In the interview, Carroll also was
questioned about what type of
regulations are being planned for the
safety program and how much power it
will have for enforcement. The
governor said these questions are being
and have been given close con-
sideration. "I think this is being taken
care of," he said. The regulations have
to be strong enough for enforcement on
a two-way street.. the operators and
workmen alike.
It is common now for union members
to pull a wildcat strike when one of their
members is being disciplined by
management. This is the sort of thing
that the new law and regulations must
provide for in the event that a worker
violates safety regulations. It is human
nature to becorne careless at times. But
the lives of others depend upon the
actions of a miner underground. Many
accidents have been attributed to
carelessness on the part of a worker.
But that wasn't true in the Scotia ex-
plosion according to findings released
by state and federal mine inspectors.
The special legislative session may
be able to find some surplus funds to
help finance the safety program
proposed, but the governor says there
isn't enough to implement it all at once,
and it will be necessary to train men for
the safety inspection positions.
10 Years Ago
A. L. Bailey has been named as
execntive director of the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic, Inc., according to Dr.
Hugh L. Houston. •
'Deaths toported Inctude-Cseerge -
William ( Billy) Yaeger, Lynn Grove
Route One, age 19, killed in an
tutomobile accident, and Mrs. Lucille
Cates, age 43, Lynnville Route One.
Sgt. Joe E. Fulcher is now serving
with the Army in Germany.
Mrs. Wanda Trevathan Morris is
featured in a story concerning her
hobby of ceramics as reprinted from
the Metro-East Journal, East St. Louis,
111.
Miss Carolyn Bolen and Dewey Scalf
were married August 12 at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Toy Bolen.
20 Years Ago
The course of study for Murray
students will be enriched by the ad-
dition of two new departments this year
— industrial arts for Junior with Robert
Russell as teacher and art for the entire
system with Mrs. Martha Nash as
teacher.
Holmes Ellis of Murray has been
named as vice-president of the Ken-
tucky Better Roads Council.
Births reported include a girl,
Miriam, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lester
Hendon on August 9, and a boy, Thomas
Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Thomas
Parker on August 10.
Officers of the Murray Hospital
Auxiliary are Mrs. Edwin Larson, Mrs.
Audrey Simmons, Mrs. Whit Imes,
Mrs. Harold Douglas, and Mrs. Ronald
Churchill.
Showing at the Murray Drive-Inn
Theatre is "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef"
starring Robert Wagner, Terry Moore,
and Gilbert Roland.
Bible Thought
And now abideth faith, hope,
love, these three; but the
greatest of these is love. I
Corinthians 13:13
Nowhere does the Bible say
that God is faith or that God is
hope, but it does say that God is
love. Therefore, love _must be
the greatest.
Let's Stay Well
Swine Flu Program and
Immunization Lags
Most physicians recognize that
scare tactics have littJe effect in
causing citizens to take a wise
course of action toward their
health problems
Neverthelein, interest may be
.renewed _ in. immunizations
against preventable diseases by
the threat of a potential "swine
flu" epidemic this fall and
winter.
As pointed out recently by
Merritt Low, M.D., president of
the American Academy of
Pediatrics, the current circum-
stances offer an opportunity for
public education and a renewed
thrust against other preventable
diseases"As I. LOW obeerved, the need
.....is V us. Immunizations
eases are lagging. and their oc-
currences are on the increase.
About 40,003 cases of measles
are projected for 1976, compared
to 25,000 last year and 2Z000 in
1974.
With regard to statistics of
• other preventable dilemma Dr.
By F.J.L Blasingame M.D.
Low continued, "Pobo is a dra-
matic example. In 1964. 786 per
cent of our I - 4 year-old age
group had three or more doses of
vaccine; by 1973 it had dropped
to 80.4 per cent in 1975 we were
moving up agauLto 64.8 per cenL
"However, the rates in central
cities lagged by at least 10 per
cent and there is an even greater
lag between 'white' and 'all other
races of children, in some places
up to 20 per cent or more "
While or older, more estab-
r,
been effective in gradually in-
creasing inununizations
Dr. Low concluded, "Many
countries do better, same do
worw but we mould be nearer
the top We mint focus on the oh-
ssious ladle even as we brace for
the new threats. Community
efforts, 'outreach,' and amend
local programs are really
nestled. The private mid public
sectors must participate
together."
It will be a blessing if the
hshed immunizattori programs •,gsvine no" programa motivate
against some of the other child- an or is to apply the major pre.
hood diseases (diptheria, Wt1001: ventive vaccines which we have
ing cough and lockjaw) have available kw various diseases to
been more successful. these also leaven the illnesses aid deaths
are lagging, as are immunise- which could result if we fail to
nom against measles. German act wisely.
- ,71,61110491Villfillrial,a' •
In the past two years, specific
programs, like Immunization
ACLIMI Month (1AM) -- usually in
October, and spearheaded by the
American Medical Association.
the American Academy of
Pediatrics, the Center for Dis-
ease Control, ird others -- have
why t• he geil Udder mixt be
left aid only Ike stones removed
at operation.
A Years ago. surgeons
removal only the gallstones hut
fond that other stones often
reformed in the gall bladder, re-
quiring additional surgery. The
gall bladder may be inflamed
and a source of pain and infec-
tion. Too. the gall bladder may
be nonfunctioning in many ins-
tances and not needed, the bile
flowng directly and satisfac-
torily into the intestinal tract.
In other words, experience
shows a bettor result itnially 5y
remorvaig the gall bladder along,
with any stones it contains. Also,
any stones in the bile ducts have
to be removed.
Mr M.E. asks if it is necer,s.
ary to take a tetanus boater shot
every three years.
-A: Instead of boaster shots
being necessary every fry/ years,
a
intervals up to.10 years are safe.
However, in the event of a
serious injury or one which
might become infected with
tetanus spores, a banter shot
should be given shortly after the
injury.
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PORTS
Whitworth Claims Her
76th Title Of Career
ST. PAUL, Minn. ( AP) —
Kathy Whitworth recorded -
her 76th Ladies Professional
• Golf Association victory
Sunday by letting the other
golfers shoot at her score
while'she sat in the clubhouse
at the $55,000 Patty Berg Golf
Classic.
"It's my Bicentennial
victory," said the lanky
Texan; who birdied the 18th
hole for an even-par 73 to win
the Berg Classic by two
strokes over Sandra Post.
"I would rather be ahead
and let them shoot at me," she
Pro Football
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
NFL.Exhibitions
Saturday's Results
Miami 28, Tampa Bay 21
New England 28, Atlanta 17
Kansas City 23, Washington
20
Dallas 36, Detroit 16
St. Louis 20, Chicago 14
- New York Jets 27, Houston
Los Angeles 23, Oakland 14
Denver 52, Seattle 7
San Francisco 17, San Diego
16
Sunday's Result





Washington at New York
Jets, ( n )
Baltimore at Atlanta, (n)
Chicago at Tampa Bay, (n)
Denver at St. Louis, (n)
Detroit at Kansas City, (n)




Cincinnati at New Orleans,
(n)
Pittsburgh at Dallas, (n)
Miami at Houston, (n)
Buffalo at Los Angeles, (n)
Sunday, Aug. 29
Oakland at San Francisco
San Diego at Seattle
Monday, Aug. 30 •
New England at Cleveland,
(n)
said, relaxing after her round
-104atch Miss Post and Bonnie
Bryant come in on 18. Miss
Whitworth finished seven
under par.
Miss Whitworth set a course
record Friday with an opening
66 and coasted to par 73s the
rest of the way to pick up the
$8,000 winner's check. The
cardboard facsmile of the
check measured 4 feet by 10,
but Miss Whitworth
commented, "everything
should be big for Texas."
Her last tour victory had
come ip February.
Miss Post started the day at
seven under, tied with Miss
Whitworth. She gained the
lead at eight under with an
even 37 on the front side while
the Texan came in with 38. But
Miss Post, a Canadian playing
out of Boynton Beach, Fla.,
three-putted the 11th green
and missed two short birdie
efforts and a four-foot par putt
to finish at five under par for
the tournament.
Miss Bryant, the only left-
hander on the tour, hit a long
ball but missed short birdie
putt § on the last fourhoes that
could have won her the title.
She finished third at four
under par.
"My putter deserted me
today," said the 32-year-old
golfer from Palm Springs,
Calif. "They count just as
much around the green when
they're two feet as they do
with a 240-yard drive."
Jane Blalock, who put
herself into the running
Saturday with a 68, birdied the
final hole to finish with a 72
and fourth place.
Defending champion Joann
Washam finished the tour-
nament in a four-way tie for
21st place at 223, 11 strokes
back.
Minnesota's grand lady of
golf, Patty Berg, failed to
make the cut after shooting 79
Friday and 77 Saturday. Miss
Berg, who at age 57 still
makes her living at golf,
turned from player to
television commentator for






IL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
RUSHING RUSHING—Roger Rushing does some rushing with the football in Saturday's scrim-
mage at Murray State. Rushing who signed as a quarterback out of Union County High School,
will be starting at tailback this season for the Racers.
White's Big Catch Key
For Viki ret Wray-
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
Fran Tarkenton has been
through it before but it was all
new to Sanunie White.
"We've been working very
hard with these young
receivers during training
camp," said Tarkenton. "At
some point kids have got to
make a play. Sammie made a
very big play."
White, a rookie from
Grambling, hauled in a
Tarkenton pass in the corner
of the end zone with just 24
seconds left Sunday to give
Minnesota a 23-17 victory over
Cincinnati in a National
Football League preseason
game.
"Man, oh, man," said White
when asked what his thoughts
were as he watched the ball
float towards him, "I'd better
get this one."
How did he feel hauling in
the game-winning catch?
"I just didn't know what to
say or do," said the fleet
rookie. "My mind was blank.
But I've always had the
confidence I could make the
big play."
The winning toss, which
covered 32 yards, came with
the teams tied 17-17 and facing




touchdown passes in the game
and set up a third with a 52-
yard pass to Tom Geredine.
The Bengals, who lost for
the first time in four outings,
had rallied to tie it at 17-all
with just 1:16 left when John
Reaves hit Billy Brooks with
an 11-yard TD pass. Boobie
Clark rammed over from, the
one-yard line for the other
Cincinnati touchdown.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Catcher Barry Foote was
returned to the active roster of
the Montreal Epos Sunday
night and the National League
baseball team sent pitcher
Chip Lang to the Denver
Bears of the Class AAA
American Association.
Foote had been on the
disabled list since Aug. 7 with
a sprained left thumb.
--Willi Rice --
OXFORD, Maine (AP) —
Dave Dion, of Hudson, N.H.,
has won the 96,000 Getty Open
race for late model sportsman
cars.
Dion won $1,250 for the
victory here Sunday night.
Starting from the No. 2
position, he grabbed the lead
on the first lap. He held it until
tlii% 27th lap when Bobby
Dragon, of Milton. Vt.,
to take the lead.
Dion recaptured the too
position on a restart after the
fourth caution and he was
never seriously challenged for
the remainder of the race.
Vikings' exhibition record at
2-2.
In Saturday night games,
Los Angeles downed Oakland
23-14; San Francisco edged
San Diego 17-16; Miami
topped Tampa Bay 28-21; New
England defeated Atlanta 28-
17; Kansas 'City got by
Washington 23-20; Dallas
dumped Detroit 36-16; St.
Louis beat Chicago 20-14; the
New York Jets defeated
Houston 27-24, and Denver
rocked Seattle 52-7.
On Friday night Buffalo
buried Green Bay 37-0, New
Orleans. defeated Baltimore
26-20 in overtime and the New




Jo'm Cappelletti ran for one
touchdown and caught a pass
from James Harris for
another as undefeated Los
Angeles overcame Carl
Garrett's 96-yard TD run on
the opening kickoff to beat
Oakland.
Jim Plunkett fired two
touchdown passes but San
Francisco needed Steve Mick-
Mayer's 38-yard field goal
with two seconds left to keep
its unbeaten record intact
against San Diego.
Bob Griese threw for three
first-half touchdowns and
Miami held off cross-state
rival Tampa Bay in the second
half to up its record to 4-0 in
front of 71,718 fans — the
largest crowd of the preseason
— at Tampa.
Don Calhoun raced 71 yards
for one touchdown and
quarterback Tom Owen
passed for two more to lead
New England past winless
Atlanta.
A pair of second-half
touchdown passes by reserve
quarterback Tony Adams and
Jan Stenerud's 36-yard field
goal with 14 seconds left
carried Kansas City past
Washington.
Butch Johnson scored on an
89-yard kickoff return and
Danny White hooked up with
Duke Ferguson on two touch-
down passes to help Dallas
post its first victory of the
exhibition season.
Veteran Jim Bakken booted
a pair of field goals and Steve












short runs as St. Louis handed
Chicago its first loss of the
preseason. y-- -1
Three field goals by Pat
Leahy and Joe Namath's 10-
yard 'IT) pass to Jerome
Barkum helped the Jets beat
Houston. The Oilers missed a
chance to tie when Skip
Butler's 35-yard field goal
attempt with 20 s...conds left
went wide.
Defensive back Louis
Wright scored on a 27-yard
fumble return and quar-
terbacks Steve Ramsey, John
Hufnagel ahd Norris Weese
each threw a touchdown pass
as Denver routed winless
Seattle.
Massengale Gets Two-Stroke
Win In Sammy Davis Tourney
,By VIN D'ALFSSANDRO
AP Sports Writer
W E THE RSF I E LD, Coon.
-( AP) — Take a tip from your
brother, mix it with trust in
God and then concentrate on
your golf game.
That formula brought Rik
Massengale, a soft-spoken
Texan, the $42,000 top prize in
the $210,000 Sammy Davis Jr.-
Greater Hartford Open golf
tournament Sunday in
steambath-like conditions.
Massengale, who leads a
Bible study group that meets
regularly on the pro golf tour,
fashioned a strong five-under-
par 31 on the back nine for a
final-round 66 as he held off a
host of challengers on the
Wethersfield Country Club's
6,598-yard course, one of the
shortest on the tour.
The handsome, mus-
tachioned 29-year-old,
younger brother of former
touring pro Don Massengale,
said that just a few weeks ago
at the Pleasant Valley Classic
in Massachusetts he told a
friend, "I really didn't feel
like I could win." He said he
was putting well but didn't
think his game was good
enough for a victory.
Then his brother, Rik's
boyhood idol whois now a club
pro, worked with him at the
PGA tournament last week to
cliange his grip.
"That's all I changed.
That's just golf. That's how
quick. it can change,"
Massengale said after his
second victory in six years as
a pro.
As he accepted his check he
thanked God for the victory
and later explained, "I'm a
Christian first. I'm a golfer
second."
Massengale either led or
shared the lead from the start
of the four-day event, finishing
with an 18-under-par 266 in 95-
degree, humid weather.
Collecting second-place
money of $19,425, each with 16-
under 268s, were J.C. Snead,
coleader after three- rounds,
and Al Geiberger, who
launched himself that c:ose to
victory with an eagle three on
the par-five 16th and a birdie
two on the 215-yard, par-three
17th.
Geiberger, skipping the
American Golf Classic in
Akron, Ohio mkt week to be
with his wife, who is expecting
a child within days, plans to
return to action the following
week for the World Series of
Golf.
Geiberger, whose 64 was the
final round's lowest, raised his'.
earnings to $182,184 this year.
Snead, with a final three-
under-par 68, boosted his
winnings to $144,882.
Lee Trevino, who shareelthit„.__.
lead midway through the
round, fell back and thep
closed with a birdie on the lath
for a 67. He stood alone in
fourth at 271.
Arnold Palmer, never ip
contention but a favorite dr
thousands who followed hire
religiously, equalled his best
round of the year, a 66, and




S.C. (AP) — Ilie Nastase of
Romania and Virginia Wade,
England's top female player,
have agreed to play in the
fourth annual World
Invitational Tennis Classic
Oct. 11-15 at the Sea Pines
Racquet Club.
The pair joins Australians
Rod Laver and Evonne
Goolagong in the $195,000
tournament.
The field of four men and
four women will compete on a
point system in a series of
singles, doubles and mixed
doubles matches The winner
gets $50,000.
The tournament is spon-
sored by the Ford Motor
Company
All-CONFERENCE PICRS — Eddie McFarland (defensive beck, left) and Chuck Wen,* (defen-
sive end) were chosen to the pre-season, AN-Ohio Valley Conference football team. McFarland
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SISTERLY LOVE —As we know, "love" is a big word in tennis and there was some sisterly love going on Sunday in the Murray
City Open. On the left is Catherine Dick and on the right is Carol Dick, twin sisters and opponents in the finals of the girl's 14 and
under singles.
(Staff Photos by Mike Orsoks)
Murray City Open Tourney Attracts Large Field
Outlands Gain Revenge
By Tak Gull]
,:,:.Tennis buffs from five states
were on hand Saturday and
1
4day at the Murray State
ennis Complex for the third
nnual Murray City Open
ennis Tournament.
. total of 205 players were
tered in the event.
In the men's open singles, a
lull draw of 32 found Jeff
[
per of Paducah defeating
die Hunt who defaulted in
finals match.
Leeper won 6-1 over Hunt in
e first set and the score was
'ed at 3-3 in the second when
unt got stomach cramps and
d to withdraw.
Leeper won previous
tches over Phillip Foster
and Steve Yokley, both of
Nashville.
Then in the semifinals,
Leeper defeated MSU
teammate Ben Stahr of
Mayfield 6-2 and 6-2. Hunt won
matches over David Mayre of
Mayfield, Tony Wilson of
Murray and former Murrayan
Ron Beshear to reach the
finals.
In the women's singles,
there was a repeat of last year
as Canary McCord of Nash-
ville captured the cham-
pionship over young and
talented Kathy Outland of
Murray.
Ms. McCord, one-of the top
amateurs in Nashville, went
split sets to beat Ms. Outland
3-6, 6-2 and 6-4. McCord
had advanced to the finals
by beating Candy Jackson of
Kathy Mood of Murray took second
place in the women's singles, losing to Canary McCord of
Nashville. But in the doubles, Kathy got some revenge as she
teamed with her mother, Sue, to defeat McCord and Patsy
Beauchamp of Moray in the doubles championship.
•
SECOND IN SINGLES —
Murray 6-3 and 6-0 while
Outland reached the cham-
pionship by defeating Lynn
Martin of Belleville, Ill., 6-4
and 6-4 and Sue Outland
(Kathy's mother) 6-4 and 6-0.-
In the 35 and over men's
singles, two of the area's top
players matched wits in the
as Ron Underwdod of
Murray and Paul Rowton of
Paducah. went after one
another.
Rowton had advanced to the
finals with wins over Mel Bass
of St. Louis and Tom Dunn of
Bowling Green while Un-
derwood had reached the
finals with earlier wins over
Stan Outland and Hal
Houston, both of Murray.
Rowton claimed the title by
defeating Underwood 6-3 and
6-2.
In the men's doubles play,
Rowton and Underwood
teamed together and won out
in a field of 16. They advanced
to the finals by winning 6-land
7-5 over the Murray duo of Ben
Hogancamp and John Wise.
Pitted against Rowton-
Underwood in the finals were
the Mayfield duo of Stahr and
Mayre who had won a 7-5, 1-6
and 6-3 semifinal match over




Stahr-Mayre 6-2 and 6-4.
The mother-daughter team
of Sue and Kathy Outland won
the women's doubles. They
defeated the mother-daughter
team of Jo and Gay Crass 6-1
and 6-1 to reach the finals.
Pitted against the Outlands
in the finals were the duo of
Canary McCord of Nashville
and Patsy Beauchamp of
Murray. McCord-Beauchamp
had reached the finals by
winning a 6-0, 6-0 match over
Mary Roseman and Diane
Underwood of Murray and by
winning 6-1, 6-1 over the
mother-daughter duo of Mary
Jane and Candy Jackson of
Murray.
Dr. Richards Plays




AP) —She is tall and striking
with deep-set brown eyes, high
cheek bones and soft, feminine
features. If you met her at a
cocktail party you wouldn't be
disinclined to ask her for a
date.
Her voice has a husky,
throaty quafity. She is ar-
ticulate and bright with a
pleasant, low key personality.
There is an unmistakable
gentility about her. She
radiates class.
And she can give a tennis
ball a masculine wallop.
Dr. Renee Richards — is she
man or woman once she puts a
racket in her hand?
The Women's Tennis
Association insists she should
not compete in women's
tournaments. The U.S. Tennis
Association, reacting to Dr.
Richards' entry in the ladies'
division of the forthcoming
Open championships at Forest
Hills, has ordered
chromosome sex tests for all
female competitors. It's a
national issue suddenly.
thrown into the laps of the
sports and medical establish-
ments. Fans, .are in a
quandary.
"I am fiow a woman, cer-
---id4e4•-949
In the women's doubles title
match, the Outlands won 6-2,
6-7 and 6-2 over McCord-
Beauchamp, giving the
younger Outland some
revenge for her singles loss to
McCord.
In the mixed doubles, the
Paducah pair of Betty Ar-
terburn and Rick Leeper won
6-1 and 6-0 over Doug and
Vickie Lance of Murray in the
finals.
In the youth division, which
had its largest draw in the
history of the tourney,. Ricky
Roberts of Clarksville won the
title in the 18 singles by
winning 7-6, 6-2 and 6-4 over
David Rudd of Paducah.
Roberts had advanced to the
finals by beating Kim
Trevathan of Murray 6-0, 4-6
and 6-4 while Rudd reached
the finals by winning 4-6, 6-0
and 6-0 over Brad Boone of
Murray.
Susan Whittington of
Paducah won the 18 girl's
singles over Margie Miller of
Clarksville, 6-2 and 6-0.
Ted White of Clarksville
won the 14 and under boys
singles by defeating Robert
Rudd of Paducah 4-6, 6-3 and 6-
1. In the 14 division for the
girls, Carol Dick of Murray
won 6-3 and 6-1 over her twin
sister, Catherine, in the finals.
Nathan Rowton of Paducah
won the 10 and under boys
singles crown by defeating
Tom Grimm of Paducah 7-5
and 6-2.
insists the 6-foot-2, 145-pound
ophthalmologist from
Newport Beach, Calif., who
within the past year has un-
dergone a sex operation
changing her from a man into
a woman.
"I have played tennis most
of my life. I wish now to play
in tournaments, which seems
my right. Obviously, I cannot
compete in the men's tour-
nament. Why shouldn't I be
allowed to play as a woman?"
The women's association,
whose president is Chris
Evert, contends Renee, who
once was a ranking male in
the 35-and-over class, would
have an unfair advantage.
"They shouldn't be afraid of
me," Renee says. "They-won't
be when they find I am human
— not a two-headed monster,
not a giant-killer."
The controversial tran-
ssexual looked anything but a
two-headed monster when she
made her Eastern debut as a
woman Saturday in the $60,000
Tennis Week Tournament
here, beating 24-year-old
Cathy Beene of Houston, a
former college champion, 6-0,
6-2.
Miss Beene got only six
points in the first set, unable to
cope with Renee's pace. The
doctor tired visibly in the
second set and at times it
appeared she might let the
match get away.
Although tall for a woman
with tremendous stride and
reach, she played with a
Pearson Adds Another




Mich. (AP)— David Pearson
never got much formal
education, but he's always
been blessed with native in-
telligence and common sense.









11 AM - 2 PM
With the purchase of a 3 pc.,Chicken Dinner
1113 Sycamore
when it's time to lay back,
take it easy. And he also
knows when to stand on the
gas. In life, such a knowledge
can be the difference between
success and failure. In stock
car racing, it's the difference
between victory and defeat.
_ So far this season ,in
NASCAR Grand National
racing, Pearson's been vic-
torious in eight of 14 attempts.
Victory No. 8 was added
Sunday at Michigan Inter-
national Speedway, in the
$135,000 Champion 400 —
Pearson's seventh victory in
the last nine races at the two-
mile track. It came at the
expense- of--Gale-Yerborotigh-
and Richard Petty, who tried
to run away from Pearson
throligh the middle of the
race.
Pearson earned $16,500 for
his victory Sunday. He
averaged 140.078 miles an
hour, but probably could have
gone faster if he needed to. At




Bobby Allison, who finished
fourth, remarked: -I've never
seen that car beaten on the
-14:0Wirtte4wiskiegt,rintrtglit
down to the last lap, since
1971."
"What can you do?"
questioned Petty, who gave
his Dodge everything he could
and still finished third. "All
you can do is not show up."
feminine grace. She covered
the court well, showed
remarkable anticipation and
dominated the match with a
sharp spin service and an
effective overspin backhand.
"She looked all woman to
me," said Jack Connolly, a tax
assessor for the South Orange
township and a tennis fan. "I
think the women should let her
play."
"I wouldn't want to play
her," said 15-year-old Jenny
Sacco of Chatham, N.J.,
another who saw the match.
"She is so tall and strong."
Miss Beene, Renee's victim
in the match, said she felt she
could beat Dr. Richards under
normal circumstances. "I was
nervous and psyched myself
out," she said.
Miss Beene insisted,
however, that Renee should
not be permitted to play in
women's tournaments. "On
principle, I would say no," she
said.
Gene Scott, the tournament
promoter and a former
ranking player, said he had
known Dr. Richards for 15
years when the latter was
Richard Raskind, a prominent
New York eye surgeon.
"I played Dick in the 35-and-
over tournament at Forest
Hills two years ago and he had
me match point," Scdtt said.
"Renee is not the same player
I remember. She still has the
tennis instincts and is a smart
player but she doesn't have
the strong twist service and
the power that Raskind had.
She also lacks endurance. She
has lost some 30 pounds."
The muscle tone also ap-
parently has undergone
considerable change. Renee's
arms and legs appear smooth
and supple, without muscle
bulges.
Renee tells the poignant
story of how, even as a young
boy, she always wanted to be a
girl, often slipping_ into his
mother's shoes , and clothes.
The desire: persisted as
Richard ' followed his
education to Yale, where he
captained the tennis team,
and on to the University of
Rochester for a medical
degree.
Raskind began the tran-
sition 10 years ago, taking
female hormones. He would
dress as a man in the daytime
to pursue his practice and -
change into *men's clothes
at night. He married, fathered
a son who is now four years old
and later saw the marriage
dissolve.
After undergoing an
operation in New Ydrk a year
ago, Renee sought a new life in
California. But the secret w4s
discovered after she won a
tournament in La Jella.
Asked if the circus at-
mosphere that pervaded at
her debut here was em-
barrassing, Renee replied,
"The mental and emotional
strain is enormous, buil have
managed to block stout."
She was asked, since there
have been reports that her
agent is taking bids on a
biography, if her motives in
pursuing the tennis issue were
financial.
"Absolutely not," she said.
"Money is not involved. I am
doing this for all the other
persons like me — not
necessarily transsexuals —
who are fighting social
stigmas. It is a crusade with
me."
Then Renee revealed a truly
feminine attribute.
"What is your true age?" a
reporter asked. "Forty-one or
forty-two? We hear it both
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Newport Rallies To Win
Recreation Bowl Game
By The Associated Press
Jim Ross of Newport High
School ran six yards for the
winning touchdown as
Newport defeated Mon-
tgomery County 14-13 in the
Recreation Bowl at Mt.
Sterling Saturday night.
Ross, a senior, made the
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pet. GB
Phila 80 41 .661
Pitts 67 55 .549 131/2
New York 63 61 .508 181/2
Chicago 56 69 .448 26
St. Louis 53 66 .445 26
Montreal 41 76 .350 37
West
Cincinnati 80 45
Los Ang 68 55
San Diego 60 66
Houston 60 67
Atlanta 57 68













San Francisco 5, Montreal 4,
16 inningr • ' -
Chicago 3, Cincinnati 2 ,
Philadelphia 7, Houston 4
Atlanta 6, St. Louis 2
New York 7, San Diego 1
Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh 1
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 5, Houston 1
St. Louis 8, Atlanta 0
Cincinnati 4, Chicago 3
Pittsburgh 6, Los Angeles 1
New York L. San Diego 0




St. Louis (Denny 7-6) at Cin-
cinnati ( Billingham 11-8), (n)
Pittsburgh ( Rooker 10-6 at
San Diego (Sawyer 3-0), (n)
Montreal (Stanhouse 7-7) at




Philadelphia at Atlanta, (n)
St. Louis at Cincinnati, (n)
Pittsburgh at San-Diego, (n)
New York at San Francisco,
(r.)
- -Montreal at Los Angeles, (n)
play in his first game with 19
seconds left in the second
quarter. The effort earned
Ross the Most Valuable
Player award.
In the first game of a
doubleheader, Bowling Green
held off an Ilth hour rally by
Boone County for a 26-21
decision.
Newport scored first in its
game with the Indians on a 2-
yard run by Bill Weier in the
first quarter. The Indians
evened the scored in the
second quarter when quar-
terback John Breeze con-
nected with a 6-yard pass to
Mike Hendrix at tight end.
After Ross' push to the goal,
the IndiantS • never got closer
than one point. An 11-yard
pass from Breeze to Joey
Manning in the third quarter
provided the rally, but a two-
point conversion attenapt
failed.
Boone County drove to a 14-
6 lead by halftime in the first
game. Spud Byrd's effort on a
28-yard run and quarterback
Doug Beard's two point
conversion gave Bowling
Given „.a_. tie in ,the .third
quarter.
Later, a 42-yard pass from
Beard to Mike Barnes gave
the Purples the lead for good.
The margin was extended in
the fourth quarter when John
Dellar ran for a 64-yard
touchdown.
Beginning on their own 15-
yard line, the Rebels pushed to
within 30 yards of a touchdown
but Scott Williams intercepted
a Boone County pass to
eliminate the Rebel threat.
In other high school football
action Saturday, Pineville
edged Evarts 12-6 in the
Laurel Bowl at Pineville.
Pineville's regular quar-
terback, Doug Adams, was
sidelined with a blood clot in
his right leg, but replacement
Tucky Woolum fired a 26 yard
scoring pass to James Combs.
Brent Engle scored the first
touchdown for Pineville on a
one-yard run.
In the first game of the
kural doubleheader, Wayne
C,olititut out Hazard 18-0.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 72 48 .600 -
Baltimore 63 58 .521 91/2
Cleveland 60 62 .492 13
Detroit 58 64 .475 15
Bostoh • - 57 64 .471 151/2
Milwkee 53 65 .449 18
West
Kan City 75 47 .615
Oakland 66 57 .537 91/2
Minnesota 62 62 .500 14
Texas 58 65 .472 171/2
California 54 70 .435 22
Chicago 54 70 .435 22
Sunday's Results
Baltimore 6-3, Chicago 2-7
Minnesota 6, Detroft 4, 12 in-
nings
California 11, New York 8, 11
innings •
Oakland 7, Boston 6,11 innings
Kansas City 7, Milwaukee 4
Cleveland 3, Texas 1
Monday's Gamer
California (Ryan 10-15) at
Boston (Lee 1-4), (n)
Oakland (Blue 11-11) at Balti-
more (Flanagan 0-3), (n)
LOCAL PLAYERS - Three local football players posed for the camera at press-Meters day wide*
was bold Saterday afternoon at Stewart Stadium. Loft to right are former Murray Nigh stows
Tony Boons, Was Furgorson and Doug %oho*.
(Stuff Plbetse by Wks Itraseen)
Gene Mauch Has Found




Mauch, how do you spell
relief?
C-A-M-P-B-E-L-L.
"Mike Marshall is the best
relief pitcher I ever managed
... up to now. This guy is THE
rebel -pitcher," Minnesota
Manager Mauch said after
relief ace Rill Campbell,
pitching for the fifth day in a
row, raised his record to a
scintillating 13-3 - he also has
16 saves - as the Twins
defeated the Detroit Tigers 6-4
in 12 innings Sunday.
"Both (Campbell and
Marshall) had the equipment
to get left and right-handed
batters out," Mauch said.
"Both can get balls to move
away from the hitter. Both are
super athletes."
Angels 11, Yankees 8
The Angels pounded Catfish
Hunter for six runs and nine
hits in 6 1-3 innings, including
solo homers by Dave Collins
leading off the game and Tony
Solaita, in piling up an 8-0
lead. Meanwhile, Frank
Tanana limited the Yankees to
two hits until they exploded
with one out in the ninth.
The Angels tagged Sparky
Lyle for three runs in the 11th
after Jerry Remy singled and
Lyle threw late to second on
Mario Guerrero's bunt. The
runs crossed on Tommy
Davis' pinch single, Lyle's
throwing error and Lee
Stanton's sacrifice fly.
Orioles 6-3, White Sox 2-7
Lamar Johnson rapped out
three singles, drove in two
suns -401d :scored tiNien.,_ as
Chicago gained a split after
Reggie Jackson's tie-breaking
pinch grand slam homer off
Terry Forster in the ninth
inning of the opener gave
Baltimore's Jim Palmer his
17th victory, most in the
American League. He hurled
a three-hitter. It was the
fourth grand slam of
Jackson's career, third this
season and second in eight
days against the White Sox.
But the split enabled the
Orioles to pick up only one-
half game on the Yankees in
the AL East and they trail by
91/2 games.
Royals 7, Brewers 4
Amos Otis singled home two
runs in Kansas City's four-run
ninth-inning rally after Danny
Frisella issued three
consecutive walks and
Ruppert Jones drove in the
tying run with a grounder.
"That's the first time I've
ever done that since I've been
in the big leagues," Frisella
JUNIOR GOLF WINNERS-The stirrers in the Oaks Country Club's junior golf tourney for its
members are top row, left to right, Vicki Edwards, DMA Nook, Lin Clew, Donosia Story end
Amy Ryan. Front row, Sherri Lamb, fluffy Stokes, Mitzi Boggess mid Michelle Caldwell.
(WM Pintas by Mike Ilreatlea)
baby oil
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YOUR KEY TO Viral"!
514 W. Maim
7,14414.7
Oaks Country Club Has
Junior Golf Tourney
A total of 38 youngsters were medalist as he shot a 43. Boys
entered last Friday in the club between ages five and nine
junior golf-tournament at the iflayed three butes vrtth the'
Oaks Country Club. rest of the boys playing nine
Boys and girls were flighted The following boys par-
according to age. Trophies ticipated in the towney
were a .varded to the top two James Bibbs, Barry Bogard,
finishers in each group. Ben Bogard, Rusty Bogard,
Sehlly Caldwell won first in Mark Boggess, Mike Boggess,
the five and under girl's Howie Crittenden, Justin
divisinn, Mitzi Boggess was Crouse, Mark Denham, Brad
first in the 6-7 group, Vicki Edwards, Keith Edwards,
Edwards won the 8-9 division, Dan Key, Rodney Key, Chuck
Denecia Story captured the 10- McCuiston, David McCuiston,
11 group and in the 12-13 Tripp Nix, David Ryan, Jason
division, Lisa Glees won a Sammons, Cary Story, Gary
playoff over Dinah Hook for Utley and Jay Watson.
the title.
In Jgoy's play, Tripp Nix won
the five and under title, Cary
Story 6-7, Jay Watson won the
-isvs-ertnrst, -itibrasTsolgeter-
gtbilp And travemrs- Dthastildbkrtaffetieilepleffe. -
group, Mike Boggess won in a Lvilie Hopkins, Kelly Hum
playoff over David Ryan. Phrey, Sherri Lamb, Tern
In the 14-15 age group, Keith Lamb, Amy Ryan, Buffy
Edwards was tlie winner. Stokes, Denecia Story, Sandra
• Edwards' s wits also the Whaley and Sharon WaleY,
Girls entered included Mitzi
Boggess, Shelly Celwell,
Amy Carman, Lisa flees,
said. "I guess you can't do it
every time. That's why people
on bomb squads don't live
long."
A's 7, Red Sox 6
Don Baylor's suicide
squeeze bunt single drove in
pie winning run after a single
by Phil Garner, a sacrifice
and Bert Campaneris' fifth hit
of ,the gsme, ,A hictrUn single
by Campaneris helped the A's
to a 6-1 lead but the Red Sox
tied it with five runs in the
sixth off relievers Paul Lin-
dblad and Rollie Fingers.
Indians 3, Rangers 1
Pat Dobson scattered seven
has for his first victory since
July 16. It was his eighth start
in search of his 12th triumph.
Singles by Rick Manning,
George Hendrick and Buddy
Bell accounted for the Indians'
first run in the fourth inning
against winless rookie tommy
Boggs ana Tommy Smith
drove in what proved to be the
decisive run with a grounder
in the fifth after Frank Duffy
doubled and was sacrificed to
third.
Balk Costs Jones His




has. He's not sure about a balk
move.
"It's not my job as a playez_
to question the umpiring,:
San Diego Padres left-hander
said after failing for the
second time to chalk up his
20th victory of the season.
"But I didn't do anything
different than I usually do.
And I haven't had a balk
called on me since I was
pitching in college."
The balk played a major
role in the New York Mets' 1-0
victory over the Padres
Sunday.
Pepe Mangual, running for
Joe Torre, who reached first
on an error to lead off the
seventh inning, was awarded
second base when first base
umpire Jim Quick ruled that
Jones balked while throwing
over to first. Jerry Grote
followed with a double off the
left field wall to score
Mangual with the game's lone
run.
In other National League
games Sunday, Philadelphia
defeated Houston 5-1, St. Louis
bombed • Atlanta 8-0, Cin-
cinnati edged Chigago 4-3,
Pittsburgh clobbered Los
Angeles 6-1 and San Francisco
handed Montreal its eighth
straight less 4-3. -
Jones' defeat was Mets'
pitcher Jon Matlack's fifth
shutout of the season, tops in
the NL Matlack, who fired a
six-hitter and got out of a
bases-loaded jam in the
bottom of the ninth, is 13-7.
Giants 4, Expos 3
A two-out single by Gary
Matthews in the ninth inning
scored Larry Herndon to give
San Francisco its victory over
Montreal. It was the Expos'
eighth straight loss.
Pirates 6, Dodgers 1
Willi Stargell's two-run
homer and Richie Zisk's three
singles helped Pittsburgh end
Los Angeles' six-game win-
ning streak as Larry Demery
and Kent Tekulve combined
for a six-hitter.
Stargell's 16th homer of the
season came in the first inning
and the Pirates added two
more runs in the fourth and
another in the fifth off loser
Rick Rhoden, 11-2. The final
Pirates run in the sixth came
off Al Downing. ,
Win Soccer Title
BURNABY, British
Columbia (AP) The Salt-
fleet Goaheads of Ontario won
the North American Youth
Soccer championships Sunday
3-1 over Missouri Ruiz of St.
Louis.
Louis Nagy, Peter
Appleman and Andrew Dalton
combined to give Ontario the
win. The lone St. Louis goal
came from Dennis Feerey.
In consolation play, Warren
Pow scored seven goals to
lead the favored Dunbar
Stongs of Vancouver to a 10-1
win over the North -- Point
Royals of Tacoma, Wash.
Cutler Ridge of Miami, Fla.,
took Crescentwood of
Manitoba 6-1 while New
Jersey Post of Trenton
defeated Quebec Fabrose of
Laval 6-2.
Eight teams representing
under-16 youth soccer clubs in
.StAites_guiscl Caneda
were playing in the three-day,
single elimination tournament
which wound up Sunday.
Phillies 5, Astros 1
Tom Underwood's five-
hitter and shoddy Houston
fielding gave Philadelphia its
victory over ' the Astros.
Underwood, 9-3, walked two
and struck out seven as the




homer and pitcher Lynn
McGlothen's three-run double
powered St. Louis past
Atlanta. McGlothen shut out
the Braves on five hits.
McGiothen squared his
record at 11-11 with a 10-
strikeout, one-walk per-
formance. It was the St. Louis
right-hander's third shutout
and eighth complete game of
the year.
Reds 4, Cubs 3
Pete Rose's two-out single in
the seventh drove home Ed
Armbrister with the tie-
breaking run, lifting Cin-
cinnati to its victory over the
Chicago Cubs.
Four Chicago pitchers Md .
the hard-hitting Reds to just
four hits - three by Joe
Morgan, whose 23rd homer of
the season with one on tied the
score at 3-3.
AUTO RACING
MILWAUKEE - Al Unser,
averaging 121.907 miles per





WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH PRESENT EMPLOYMENT
NO SELLING REQUIRED
We are selecting distributors for fast moving products in Murray and
surrounding comities These products publicized in newspapers, TY
magazines, etc
Twenty year old company will place products in grocery. department
drug stores, super markets, gift shops. etc. Distributor will **nice these
retail outlets monthly. requiring approximately 20 hours snare time per
month
1
rsparts1114.00 and up possible profit per day Figure the LIICOMe you
desire par month Each location requires 811500 investment You may ,
have 34, at sr 44 locations. Company secure!' loceuene and Installs :1
products tar you.
This u a bsHIIpi,w,amS Mom mom Your own
busing:akar Ss secant as same amend impiromsms, lat's hot wasts
each other's VOW
led PRIMAL COMP11111/1199 1119911111111W, Cal 541144347111
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"I knew it was picked the
best car in the world for
under $3,500:What I didn't
N realize was what happens




t Based on June 1975 Road 8 Track magazines
Consideration of hundreds of 1975 cars
People who sit in a Volkswagen Rabbit for the
first time are often surprised. And its no
wonder. 87% of the space in the car la
totally devoted to functional room.
like as much headroom and legroom as
some mid-sized cots.
And more trunk space with the rear seat
folded down than a Codilloc Fleetwood.
Few cars in the world give you all
this room.
And no other car none that we know
of - gives you all this room plus the
performance and overall economy
of a Rabbit.. According to EPA estimates,
the Rabbit gets 39 mpg on the highway
and 2 5 mpg in the city. Of course, the
mileoge you get can vary, depending on
how and where you drive, optional
equipment and the condition of your car.)
To really appreciate it, we suggest
you see your Volkswagen dealer and
test drive the best car in the world
for under S3500 for yourself.
Because if the praise of Rabbit owner -
wool convince you, that first drive will.
The Rabbit.
You got to drive it
believe it..
arro -°-swagoiii
800 Chestnut, Mukay, Ky.
‘,
ors .3•11, • •••-o,tv,.c5.-dS Mar• 
T53-111150 t
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"An . insensitive preoc-
cupation with politics as
usual" on the part of the
House of Representatives
Democratic Caucus has been
tilamed for delay in enacting
estate tax reform.
American Farm Bureau
President Allan, Grant said
political maneuvering by the
group has jeopardized
chances for meaningful
reform of death taxes during
this session of Congress.
Grant was referring to a
... recent vote by the Democratic
Caucus, which includes all
Democratic members of the
House, to overrule its own
leadership, and recommend
- adoption of h rule allowing
' floor amendments to a
committee-passed estate tax
reform measure.
- I Beforel  deciding to seek the
 'fled ruling, Grant noted,
.. "liberals in the Caucus
• ' deliberately wasted precious
v..'• time in foot-dragging and
political mumbo-jumbo.
News Notes For Farmers
yet-to-be-named House-Senate
conference committee. That
group will have to decide
whether to retain the estate
tax language, since the House
version of the legislation did
not contain that amendment.
A recently released report
on an experimental burley
baling project says growers
seem to like baling, but more
work is needed to iron out
manufacturers' problems
with the new marketing
method.
In addition, the report,
issued by Kentucky Farm
Bureau, calls for expanding
the program this year to in-
clude more farmers in Ken-
tucky and otherstates.
The reduction in labor
required to strip burley and
transport it to market could
amount to 5 or 6 cents per
pound if baling is used, the
report noted.
Besides the reduction in
labor costs, other advantages
to growers from baling in-
:.'Some- of the g-s_ne ....— -
Congressmen who shed
copious tears over the alleged
demise of the family farm,
have shown little concern that
widows or children have to sell
the family farm to pay the
federal estate tax when the
head of the family dies,"
Grant said.
In anothet estate tax-
related development, an
amendment to a Senate-
passed tax reform bill would
achieve a major portion of
Farm Bureau's objectives on
'estate tax reform, officials
said.
The amendment, which
passed the Senate 79-5, would
phase in a tax credit equal to a
$197,000 exemption over the
next four years, raise the
marital deduction and revise
valuation procedures used by
tax officials when appraising
farmland for estate taxes.
The fate of the amendment,
however, lies in the hands of a
—It requires less skill than
.hand-tying.
—Tobacco can be stripped
when in a dryer condition.
—It greatly improves the
handling of tobacco during
stripping and during loading
and unloading the tobacco for
market.
The only problems en-
countered by farmers, ac-
cording to the report, were the
danger of high moisture in the
bales and problems with
moisture consistency.
Warehousemen likewise
found the bales easier to
handle, but manufacturers
reported increased loading
and unloading time, greater-
storage space requirements
and lower net truck weights
when transporting the burley
from market to storage.
This year's expanded
project will concentrate on




Case does more than talk about it!
• Five Factory Quality Control Zones
• Pre-Delivery Dealer Preparation
11, Free After-Delivery Dealer Check-up
• Full Year Tractor Warranty — No Hour Limit
see us today for full details!
McKee! Equipment Er
503 Walnut CO. Inc. 153-3062




Butz to step up his in-
vestigations into factors af-
fecting beef cattle prices.
Fed cattle prices have been
depressed for two and one-half
years, with feeders suffering
losses currently running as
high as $100 per head. Cow-
calf producers are also in a
loss position.
A build-up of total beef
tonnage is one factor, ac-
cording to AFBF, but other
allegations have been made as
to why the situation exists.
These questions are:
—Are boxed beef stocks,
meat that is cut and packaged
at packing plants, being used
to influence wholesale beef
prices, and to depress the
market for live cattle and
carcass beef?
—Do food retailers reflect
lower prices paid for animals
as qUickly as they increase the
prices at the meat counter
when prices for live animals
move up?
—Why has the price of cow-
beef been running so do* to
the price of choice grade fed




Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agricultuie
v •-••. • -,•11a Z--•• . • V
,With gardens and truck
patches now in full flower
and with gardeners, their,*
.tables heaped high with
golden roasting ears, lush ripe
tomatoes and a host of other
delicious vegetable” once
again eating high on the hog,
it seems only right and proper
to pause fol.__ _militite and
give a little credit. - •
Recognition should go to a
lot of dedicated agricultural
scientists, horticulturists,
crop researchers, and plant
specialists whose efforts have
meant so much to world
populations. Had it not been
for the efforts of these people
the chances are great the
world would now be a place
of frequent famines.
Over the years these
scientists, experimenters and
researchers have literally
made "two blades of grass
grow where only one grew
before." They have improved
strains of Cereal, vegetable
and fruit crops to the point
where production and quality
seem little short of miracu-
lous. Just for one instance,
take the ubiquitous Irish
potato. In its original state, it
was about the size of an
English walnut and had ,the
taste of a dried calmus root.
It would keep a person from
starving, but unless he
possessed the tastebuds of a
muskrat, he could not enjoy
his meal.
The first radishes were of
similar quality. They were
little larger than a musket,
ball, stringy as the corm of an
Indian turnip and hotter than
the distilled essence of
cayenne pepper.
Also, according to early
descriptions, oranges were
But now all that has been
changed. What has been done
for the fruits and vegetables
mentioned has also been
done for wheat, rice, corn,
oats, tomatoes and nearly all
other farm and garden crops.
As a matter of fact, there Is
hardly a fruit, grain or vege-
table growing today that, as
Shakespeare said, would
"know its own father" or
that isn't an improvement
upon its ancestry.
So there is little doubt
about it. Agriculturists and
their ilk have done a
marvelous job. They have not
only produced better, hardir
and more prolific strains or
crops but also more tasteful
varieties.
In their dedication to their
work and the welfare of man-
kind, agricultural scientists
realize that what meets the
needs of today probably will
not be sufficient for tomor-
row.- Thus, experiments with
plants and food animals and
the improvement of both still
continue with the objective
in mind to assure a better
tomorrow. Think of this the
next time you butter a golden
roasting ear, sprinkle salt on a
slice of tomato, or sink your
teeth in a big red delicious
apple. All this was made
possible by the work of the
agriculturist who developed





- The loan rate for 1976-crop
small and bitter, peaches were soybeans in Kentucky is 
$2.51
little mot* than -seed and per bushel, 
according to an
-official of the AgriculturalSkin, and '11;e- apples —
Stabilization and Con-
servation Service. No soybean
loan program was conducted
in 1975.
The ASCS spokesman says
the rate is based on a $2.50-
per-babel, national average
loan rate, announced by USDA
on July 28, and could vary
from county to county. Ad-
justments were made to
reflect changes which oc-
curred in the historical
average of soybean prices
received_ by farmers and for
shifts in production.'
. The rate applies to soybeans
clhiSed as "Yellow" or
"Green" containing 12.8 to 13
per cent moisture with a grade
not lower than number two on
test weight, splits and heat
damage — and not lower than
number one on all other
factors.
Soybean loans are payable
over a 12-month period at an
interest rate of 742 per cent.
For additional information i)n
soybean loans, farmers are
asked to visit their local A.SCS
office or Agricultural Ser,-,
The \first U.S. flag was the
Grand Union which Washington
carried across the Delaware
The first official flag was the
Stars and Stripes in 1777 and
the flag design was standard
tied in 1818.
were so hard and sour that
only a razorback hog could
eat one without squealing.
Owen Billington Calvin 'Bill' Scott
Successful Farmers
-r,t---Deausipess







ATLANTA, Ga. — Industry
and government represen-
tatives are planning coor-
dinated actions to avert any
serious transportation
problems in the wake of
predicted tamper grain
harvests this fall, U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) officials reported.




Service (AMS), the Interstate
Commerce Commission
(ICC), the Department of
Transportation, the
Association of American
Railroads (AAR) and the
National Grain and Feed
Association.
Representatives of these
groups assessed the supply
and demand situation for
railroad grain cars, and other
transportation facilities,
..togeLtier with the availability
of conunercial .efeVati5r'siiirCe:
The USDA representatives
pointed out that with a record
6.5 billion bushel corn crop
being projected, they do an-
ticipate some spot shortages
in both transportation and
elevator &Ace, although only
for limited periods of time.
However, many variable such
as weather, crop quality,'
orderly harvesting and -
market prices will affect the
situation.
The AAR representatives
reported that, although a close
to record wheat harvest is
nearing completion, there
were few major problems of
rail car shortages last week.
However, he noted that some
interior elevators and,. ter-
minals were becoming full.
The AAR is continuing its
daily monitoring system at all
Gulf port elevators, a service
which has been credited with
preventing large backlogs of
grain cars waiting for
unloading at the Gulf ports.
Because of train shippers'
preferences for the 100-ton
covered hopper cars, the
railroads have continued to
increase their hopper fleets,
according to the AAR, while at
the same time many are
rehabilitating numerous 40-
foot narrow-door boxcars for
grain loading and shipping.
The AAR also said that
current boxcar surpluses are
running in excess of 8,000 cars
per day. Thus, the AAR urges
grain . shippers to make full
use of such boxcars, whenever
possible.
ICC representatives at the
meeting states that the ICC
iii baPa'- au
required orders, should an
emergency rail car shortage
develop.
As the corn harvest comes
in, barges may be in high
demand for water transport of
grain. Barge rates now are
running about 130 per cent of
the so-called standard rates,
which reflects a tight balance
between supply and demand,
according to USDA officials at
the meeting. They pointed out
that a sudden increase in
demand for barges will
probably cause some delay for
grains awaiting barge ship-
ment.
All representatives at the
meeting agreed to keep each
other informed of any
significant developments as
the harvest approaches, so
timely coordinated actions
may be taken in the event that
grain transportation problems
arise.
Garter snakes do not lay egi
as other snakes do. The mothi
snake carries her eggs in hi
body until they have developt
into little snakes. When bon,
The baby snakes can crawl in
mediately.
fi M MACHINER scAtt
Stiles - EQUIPMENT
SALES AND SERVICE ON ---'-, •
A l BRANDS Of 404 








*NEW MACHINES CARRY THE SAME
AS FACTORY WARRANTY.
•
* USED MACHINES ithrritrilEV
WARRANTY AVAILABLE...BECAUSE YOU
BOUGHT IT AT THE RIGHT PLACE.
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
.. . WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 1:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
NONE 241-6020 PONE 753-1452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 121 4 SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD. KY
°C... •
vvvvv.•••"
One 65 Series Chevrolet Truck, Red in color, with air brakes and air
bag tandem. 18 ft. Omaha bed, twin horse, steel floor, 52" side grain
beds. •
'181800"
One 65 Series Chevrolet truck, white in color, no air brakes, dead





2-10% ft. Lime Trucks
in stock, 65 series trucks
s11,800°°
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FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 24, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and firid
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES 
r',,(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
YOu may run into unexpected
opposition, some rough areas.
Be ready, take all with your
innate common sense, and try
all the harder to achieve worth-
while objectives.
TAURUS ti
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Tentatively reject un-
certainties — until you have
more facts and a better
guarantee of success. Ask
counsel of well-informed per-
sons.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) n
Favorable aspects stimulate
originality and some chance-
taking — IF reasonable. Don't
go out on the proverbial limb,
however, and DO avoid ex-
tremism.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231,
Accentuate the positive in
your thinking if you would make
the real advancement possible
now. Routine activities may be
happily supplemented by some
new interests.1E0
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Despite possible obstacles,
you could win many benefits
from this day's efforts. Take
steps to launch long-range
plans, to complete unfinished
tasks.
VIRGO OP%(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You are inclined to be ex-
tremely critical of others, but
the shoe may be on the other
foot now. Don't be resentful.
lEsean • '
LIBRA
(Sept, 24 to Oct. 23)
Unique ideas, thoughtfully
presented — and at the right
time — could bring new gains
now. A good period, also, for
making long-range plans.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) net'
Channel efforts where they
will serve advantageously,
where your unusual talents are
recognized and appreciated.
Don't be led off a constructive
course.
SAGITTARIUS Xwgfic!t
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
The Sagittarian is noted for
his generosity, but don't let
excessive sympathy or emo-
tions divert your altruism into
dubious causes.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)10
Planetary influences
generous, generally sponsoring
new advances. A chance here to
exercise your gift of enterprise,
which is considerable. •
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You rarely muddle through
things in inefficient fashion, but
may now tend to be iridiftprent,
careless in word or deed
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )4
Certain suggestions must be
ignored; others accepted
quickly, put to discerning use.
The right choices can result ma
field day.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with an engaging
personality and are highly
gregarious by nature. The
Virgoan is idealistic and
sometimes suffers needlessly
when others do not live up to his
lofty standards. You have a
great love of home and family
and, though you enjoy travel,
are happier in your own
surroundings. You are ex-
tremely versatile; would make
a good banker, journalist, real
estate operator, confidential
secretary or diplomat; would be
happiest, however, in work
which requires careful research
and meticulous attention to
detail — as in science. Try to
curb tendencies to be overly
critical and exacting with loved
ones and associates.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension SP•clelists et
the UK College of Agriculture
Here's a useful rule to
remember when you are com-
paring different forms of the
same food at the super.
market. A #2 or #303 can of
vegetables contains about the
same number of servings as a
pound of fresh or a 10-ounce
frozen package of that vege-
table. This tip comes from
consumer economists at the
UK College of Agriculture.
Whether you want a mini-farm or a
large spread., We can offer several
choices.
Mini-Farms
We have two five acre tracts on Dr. Douglas Road about 5
miles from Murray. Both have good, good road frobtage,
nice building sites and plenty space for a garden. Either of
the tree-shaded tracts can be purchased for only $3,500.00.
18 Acres at
Russell Chapel
Eighteen accessible, secluded acres just off Ky. 732 at
Russell Chapel Church. About eight acres of cropland,




This 20 acre farm located on Tucker-Garland Road has
nice home, barn, about 10 acres of cropland, trees and
creek. This is priced to sell NOW!
27 Acre Farm on
Hardy Adams Road
This is located just east of Ky. 1836 on the Hardy Adams
Road. There is some timber and several acres of
cropland.
This nice 32 acre farm is located about 3,4 mile east of US
641 on Perry Road. this farm has a high percentage of
cropland currently in soybeans. We have this priced at
-$12,500.00.
Farm With A Potential
45 Acre farm on Tucker-Garland Road only eight mile'
from Murray. Farm has good soybean crop on about 25
acres. Some timber. Owner is offering this fine property
at a reasonable price. Call for further information.
Near Murray
Fifty five acres woodland including 25 acres of pine
maturing and balance in hardwoods. This is on Dr.
Douglas Road near Wildcat Creek area. Priced at less
than $500.00 per acre.
175 Acre Form
175 Acres located oq.Stpte Line Road about 2 -tiles south
ci Ky. 121. About 60 acres are now in soybeans. Some of
the balance of the farm could be deeded-4 and Plantein





• - .We erse-.A Member .
Of Niurraytaaway county'
Multiple Listing Seryice
We are in need of farm listings




ATLANTA, Ga. — A public
hearing, with sessions in
Atlanta and five other cities
across the country, has been
scheduled by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) to consider a
proposed research and in-
formation order for beef.
The secretary of
Agriculture Iris authorized to
issue such In order by the
Beef Research and Infor-
mation Act enacted into law in
May. Such an order would
establish a Beef Board,
composed of producers, which
could conduct a research and
information program for
cattle and beef, funded by
assessments on sales of cattle.
The proposed order to be
considered at the hearing was
submitted to USDA by the
Beef Development Taskforce
composed of representatives
of several national and state
beef and dairy organizations.
According to an official in
USDA's Agriculture
Marketing Service (AMS), the
purpose of the hearing, to be
held in September and
October, is to receive evidence
concerning the need for a
national beef fesearch and
Murray's fairest unloading facilities
-se Distributors of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn', Soybeans and Wheat
Few things on wheels are stingier with a
gallon of gas than the new Binder. It's
specially built for today and today's
prices.
Jackson Purchase PCA
_305 No. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 7534602
Passing Mom in height. That's a tall mo-
ment in your boy's life. Naturally, he'll take
much of the credit. But you know the care
and attention he got during infant years were
essential.
The story of American agriculture and
Production Credit Association is similar.
Sound credit service has played a big role
in helping both farmer and rancher gain their
present btrmeess stature._ ,
And we're ready right
now to help you with most
broad-shouldered tasks your
future plans may include.
The go ahead people
information program and the
provisions it should contain.
The hearing will help the
Secretary of Agriculture
determine whether the
proposed order furthers the
objectives of the enabling
legislation, and will provide
opportunity row public
examination of all provisions
contained in the proposal. Any
interested person-may testify
at any of the sessions, which
will be continued beyond one
day if necessary.
Each hearing session will
begin at 9:30 a.m., local time,
as follows:
Sept. 14, Dallas, Tex., Baker
Hotel, 1400 Commerce St.
Sept. 28, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
1112 Federal Building, 1000
• Liberty Ave.
Sept. 30, Atlanta, Ga.,
Holiday Inn, 1-85 at Monroe
Drive.
Oct. 5, Denver, Colo.,
Federal Center, Building 56,
Entrance A, Kipling Street at
West 6th Ave.
Oct. 7, San Francisco, Calif.,
U. S. Customs House,' 555
Battery St., Room 503.
Oct. 12, Des Moines, Ia.,
Federal Building, 210 Walnut
Street, Room 113.
The AMS official said that
all testimony will be taken
under oath, with cross-
examination permitted. Five
copies will be required of
published reports or other
material offered as evidence.
The proPoial'proVides for a
nationally coordinated
research and information
Six members and on ad-
visor, Larry Gilbert, of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Far-
mers of America attended the
Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center at Har-
dinsburg, July 19-23.
Members attending were
Shea Sykes, president; Pat
..,Webb, vice-president; Kenny




While at the Center the
members attended five
classes each day relating to
FFA organization, operation.,
officer duties, and special
interest. Each member was
also involved in a recreatton
program.
Shea Sykes was elected as
chairman of the Camp Council
to perform various duties of
the week. Sykes also received
the Outstanding Leadership
Award which only seven-of the
185 members present
received.
Steve McCuiston and Kenny
Orr were selected to play on
the All-Star basketball team
and Pat Webb was on the All-
Star softball team.
The officers conducted one
night session of the week and
Shea Sykes entered the FFA
Quiz contest.
The chapter has ten
members participating in the
Kentucky State Fair, August
19-28.
program to be financed by an
assessment of up tc one-half of
one per cent of the value of
each animal slaughtered, with
provisions for a refund to
producers not wishing to take
part in the program.
The hearing is one of several
steps to be taken by USDA in
considering an order to
establish a Beef Board.
Detailed procedures were
outlined in rules published
June 23 in the Federal
Register. If the Secretar
reaches a decision to issue a
final order, the next step
would be registration and
voting by producers in 'a
nationwide referendum.
The order would become
effective only if at least 50 per
cent of the producers who
registered vote, and if two-
thirds of those vote af-
firmatively. If approved, the
order would be administered
by a Beef Board of not more
than 68 members appointed by
the Secretary from
nominations submitted by
organizations with a sub-
stantial beef producer
membership.
Copies of the proposed order
and notice of public hearing
may be obtained from the
Livestock Division, AMS-












Too Much In Any Year?
If you contri6tute more than the
maximum allowable in any year, a 6% tax
will be iniposed on the excess contribution.
The tax will continue to be imposed until
you "undercontribute" in a later year.
Are My Contributions
Tax Deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible
from gross income up to the maximum
allowed by law. You can deduct your con-
tribution even though you don't itemize
deductions.
We would like tOe opportunity to discuss with you
fi3s4 hand, how such an armnnt might benefit you.
Purchase
ERAM7MOTNER Allif)W5
TOLD ME TO LEAVE
A LITTLE 5CIttETHINii
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2. Notice





Across from Post Office.
il;ducv safe & fast a ith
Galiese Tablets & E-Vap
-water, pills- 11pHosel Dreg
Stens, 101 S. 4th.
LyND1A COCHRAN








































Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau
of Highways, at its of-
fice, Frankfort, Ken-
tucky until 10:00 a.m.
Eastern Standard Time
on the 2 day of Sep-
tember, 1976, at which
time bids will be
publicly opened and





Calloway Co., SP 18-
428 - The Hartisfield
Road from the Gus
Roberts Road (CR 1267)
westerly to the Taylors
Store-Harris Grove
Road (CR 1270), a
distance of 0.500 mile:
Calloway Co., SP 18-
888 - The Taylors Store-
Harris Grove Road
from 0.9 mile south of
Hartisfield Road (CR
1269) southerly to the
Taylors Store-Midway
Road (CR 1265), a
distance of 1.000 mile.
CALLOWAY COUNT-
Y, RS 18-888: The
Taylors Store-Harris
Grove .Road from the
Hartisfield Road (CR
1269) southerly, a
distance of 0.900 mile.
Bituminous Concrete
Surface Class I.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies all
bidders that it will af-
firmatively insure that
in any contract entered




 portunity to submit bids
in response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
discriminated against
on the ground of race,
color or national origin
in consideration for an
laward.
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be
iavailable until 9:00 a.m.
Eastern Standard Time,
Thursday, September 2,
1976, at the Division of
Contract Procurement.
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be












for all projects *will be
available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE). Spec-
imen Proposals cannot






be submitted by 12
st n, the day before
ublication.
All reader classifies
must be submitted by
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Men a Women, full or




For tree brochure call
4101)-643 559611041 tree









Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLUE TICK,
female hound, near
Kirksey on August 17. Is














per week, plus auto
expense bonus.,. 
Tremendousfuture if
















"MAKE $1.00 per card
selling engraved
bicentennial social
- security cards. Free








call 753-8050 or send
resume to P. 0. Box 422,







Unicas, P.O. Box 26253,
Phoenix, Arizona 85068.
GENERAL STORE for
sale. Going out of
business due to ill
health, will sell entire
stock, building and
fixtures, appxoimately
one acre of land, garden
and building site. About
8 miles Southeast of
Murray off 121 on High-
way 893 at New
Providence. Reasonably
close to Ky. Lake, good
business location,
mostly cash customees,
no other store close by.










See our ad on the
Sports Page. Today!
13 For Sale Or Trade
WILL TRADE, four
bedrooms brick on two
acres plus. Only four
short miles from town.
$32,000.00. Call Bob 753-
3509, Claude Miller
Realty, 753-5064, 5th Br
Main.
14. Want To Buy
LOT OR ACREAGE set
up for trailer. Call 753-
9558 or 753-0065. Ask for
Omar.
TWIN SIZE Hollywood




ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
IT Articles For Sale
GIRLS CLOTHING sizes
5 and 6, coats, dresses
• and pants, call Mrs.
Dwane Jones at 753-6119.
14-11:P. air crp!? cag
pump, 1 frame pick up
lift, 1 mini bike. Call 48M-
2490.
ANDERSON 6 foot sliding
glass door. Call 474-2207.
FOR SALE Twin Stroller.
Good condition. Call 527-
9959.
14 STORM windows in -
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon
polyester rug with pad,
green. Call 753-4931.
RCA 23" . $50.00 and
G.E. recurd player








MILLIONS of rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric




and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6•40.
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross Fir Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
Tn. 38237. Phone 587-
3000.
THERE ARE TIMES, JUNSLEFOLK
SAY, WHEN THE PHANTOM LEAVES
THE JUNGLE,"
FIRST, WE'LL
TAKE FRAKA TO HIS
pERcH, THEN SEE LIJA6A...
_--




15 Articles For Sale















with four chairs, maple
with formica top. Call
753-0159 after 5 p.m.
SOFA BED, lamps, odds
and ends. Call 753-1702
after 5:30.
OAK BUNK Beds, like
new with mattresses,
one of which is a new
Serta with new serta box




HIDE A BED SOFA,
Queen size, mu it sell'em
ask for Jerry.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21/2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to








and Service, 500 Maple






Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed, full
cash price, $29.50. Write
or call Martha Hopper,




and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-628-
3892 or 3742.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
20 Sports Equipment
14 Ft. BOAT Polarcraft,




good condition. Call 753-
1960 or 767-4563 after 6
p.m.
LIKE NEW snare drum,

















732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.
98:57 Woodin frame
building with tin and
aluminum roof, to be
torn down; call 753-5742
days and 753-7816 nights.
870 REMH0GTON 12
guage, 30-30 Matilin with
scope, two fiesty pup-
pies, 3 mo. old. 753-1208,,
10-20 JOHN DEERE,
tractor, plows, disc, and
grader blade. 1200 hrs.
Call 489-2195.
55 LOCUST POST, call
after 5 p.m., 753-1358.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





barrel 28" modified, fits
870 Remington Win-
chester. Call 753-7417.
READY TO FISH, 1976,
16' Polar Krdt bass
boat, 1972 50 HP
Evenrude, depth finder,
trolling motor. Call 753-
41411 after 5 pail.
SMITH & WESSON 44
Magnum, itt barrel, call





dition, can be seen at
slip No. 69 Ken Lake





Starcraft with a 40 horse
electric start Johnson
motor, tilt trailer, good
cond. Call after 5 p.m
753-4749.
16' GARAGE DOOR,
three good panels, i one
with glass) two poor
panels all parts in-
cluded. $25.00. Two
wooden clothes line
posts with garbage rack
on one. $10.00. 753-1566.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
a 1 1 mattresses,
Heltopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,




$125.00, New Cobra 29
CB 169.95 External
Speaker 87.50 Tub
shower doors, 20.00. Call
753-3632.
RCA COLOR TV, good
condition $125.00 or best
offer. Call 753-5750.
21.Mobile Home Sales







home on large lot with or
without furniture. Call
436-2540.
12 x65 1971 mobile home,




shady one acre 
21. Mobile Home Sales
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 70 mobile home, 3
bedroom, bath and 1/2,
call 753-3635, after 5 p.m.
1 Meant To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE with
child want house in
county. Good referen-
ces. Call 436-2173 after 5
p. m.
32 Apartments For Rent
AVAILABLE AUGUST
25th, three room fur-
nished apartment.
Couple or single person,
















college girls. F'.... 753-
SIBS or 753-5145
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOM AND bath, 4
blocks from college and
kitchen privileges, call





merman Apts. S. 16th St.
753-6609.
FOR BOYS: private room
with kitchen facilities
Call 436-5479,
34. Houses tor Rem
FURNISHED HOUSE for
College Students.
Available Aug. 27th. Call
753-3040.





Couples only. Call 753-
8067.
FOR LEASE - 607 S. 4th
St. Business bldg. now
occuppied by Antique
Mall. Approx. 5500 sq. ft.
on 3 floors. Call Baxter
Bilbrey, 522-8469 or Dan
McDanieLs, 753-7499.
37. livestocs - Supplies
REGISTERED Angus
bull, 10 months old, call
436-5618.
38 Pets - Supplies
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467
40. Produce
SWEET CORN for sale,
call 753-5416 or 753,3609.
4: PubilL Suits
YARD 814.1.E, lot 188
Riviera Ct., Saturday, 8-
3.
43 Real Estate
HOW ABOUT a hilltop
home with three acres
overlooking New




78 ACRE FARM Located
southwest of Murray.
Good producing farm,
good fencing with older
frame house, tobacco




cent of farm in good
tendable acreage. This
farm offers a good
return on investment
and including all im-
provements is an ex-




340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
laud that may be bought
with a small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg::: -42i-5320 .
THIS is a farm with a
high potential of return.
45 acres of land located
on the Tucker-Garland
Road only minutes from
Murray. About 25 acres
are in soybeans this.
year. The balance of the
land is wooded with
some marketable
timber. The house is
well built. The extra size
well is suitable for
commercial purposes.
See or call Oatman
Farley of John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or




at 1710 Miller. Nice 3
bedroom brick with
carport. Also new 22' x
24' one car garage with
workshop Priced to sell.
Someone will get a








heat. Two car garage.
Zoned B-3. Close to
downtown. Priced under
$20,000. See or-call Brice
Ratterree of John C.
Neubauer, Realtor; 505 _
Main St., 753-0101 or 753--.
5921.
NEW COLONIAL STYLE
4 bedroom 21/2 bath
home on 2 plus acre
wooded lot. Excellent
location only 5 miles





attached 2 car garage.
Just listed and priced at
only 845,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY




acreage for sale by.
owner. 16 acres with 600:.
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre.
12 acres plus 19.0' x 200%,
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and mcfrahly
payments to suit the
Buyer. For directions to
inspect phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
44 lots For Sale
COMMERCIAL LOT and
'building, also adjacent
lot and house, 13th &
3 ,f411 75.1-3018,_
Grove. Call after 3:30, Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
Coldwater and Lynn Neubauer Realtor, 505
Hwy. 1836 between Pam Rodgers of John C.
o on4t3"1:411441.41"itonly $2 500.-00 C*Ira 11 1:7-2-cay 
7;53.08t44.:571. "
1:2ouiln dionogoaaRkeda, re 
Drive.
435-4591. 7116 to see this property.



































































44. lots For Sale
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved St.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 5224902
or nights 753-1742 or 753-
4060, terms available.
45. Farms For Sale
37 ACRE FARM with
farm house. 30 acres in
beans. Call 436-2266.
SMALL FARM ON 641.
Call 753-6940.
46 Homes For Sale
REDUCED TO $28,750.00.
Three bedroom two






kitchen built ins. Near
shopping center, nice
residential area. For an
appointment call 753-
8980 or come by 105 N.









624,900.00. _Call for ap-
pointment 75T9710.
mitak. 3110 X 30 31r30
46 Homes For Sale
WARM, SPACIOUS 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
.753-7853.
LARGE BRICK home on




with bath. Paved road.
Priced at only $29,500.00.
Call Bob 753-3509,
CLAUDE MILLER
REAL ESTATE, 5th &
Main.
BY OWNER attractive 4
bedroom home on large
conner lot, 1710 Magolia
Dr., call 753-7853.
3 BEDROOM brick home
in Fairview acres, 314
acre lot, 2 bath, den,
utility room outside
storage, available for
quick sale. See or call
Linda Drake of John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St. 753-0101 or 753-
0492, to see this
property.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and HONDA FOR SALE ZB
air, laundry room and 360 T. $850. Only 1,478
large bath. Call 489-2118 miles.tall 7534471.
*Vier 6 jx.m.





old, with large land-
scaped yard in Camelot
Subidivision. 753-9664.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.




$25080, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom home close to
shopping center, and
downtown business, on
641 So. Call 753-0154.
REDUCED !! Sub-
division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13/4 baths. Central






Pun c hed This Week









Sat. Aug. 2s-1 ps
1 mile west of Aurora, Ky. on Hwy. 68
(35 miles south of Paducah, 15 miles
NE of Murray)
OUTDOOR MITRE
"The Countryside," 120 ft square,
seats 1,200! Includes: nice sign, 18-ft.
facade, 3-section seating area, large
cedar shake roofed stage with dressing
room. Has ncession stand, lights,
spotlight balcony, superb accoustics. A
quality constructed, rustic outdoor
theatre in natural setting. Must be seen
to be appreciated! On lot apprx.
120x169, plus 2 adjoining 100x150 com-
mercial lots for parking, expansion, or
additional development. Near boat
docks, airstrip, and in heart of
nationally known resort area!
TRACTS 2 13
(Just east of Theatre)
Modern. 3-level (1,800 sq. ft.) com-
mercial bldg. of western red cedar con-
struction with _cedar shake gambrel
roof and deck. Oitiat 125 x 160. ALso ad-
joining 100x165 coinraercial unim-
proved lot. X,
NOTICE .
Property sells in tracts or as one unit
as determined sale day. 20% down sale
day; balance on receipt of general
warranty deed and title letter. Other
business forces sale, come prepared to
Inspection invited any time! Con-
tact Conaway Construction office ad-
joiniing theatre (phone: 502-354-6392).
Following PERSONAL PROPERTY
sells piece by piece; Koehler 15,000
watt power plant; antique upright
piano; cast iron "Bearcat" lam*
stove; Tennant riding sweeper; elec-
tric calculator; fuel tank (fits pickup
truck); treadle sewing machine; 25
creosoted poles (various sizes); rniscl.
bldg. materials (bricks, blocks, etc.)
This is only a partial listing.
Sale Conducted by:
Tony Thornton,
Licensed Kentucky Auctioneer, 1559
North National, Springfield, Mo. &
: Fortiett.-E; Intiviar, • -"•.
Realtor,
517 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
- ,_•
1972 HONDA CB 100. Call
after 6 p.m., 753-1960 or
767-4563.
1973 YAMAHA 175,
$350.00, also air corn-
presser. Call 435-4558.
1973 125 CZ Motocross





Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. G70114" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60x14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
L80114" or 15", $30.46





$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E78x14",
$18.25 plus $2.27 FE Tax.
F78114", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. 1478x15", $21.99








$2.69 FE Tax. GR78x14"
or 15", 637.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. HR78x15",
$39.58 plus $315 FE Tax.
LR78xI5", $41.57 plus
$3.47 FE Tax
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
1-liway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. 700115" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply $31.23 plus
$3.59 FE Tax. Traction
type 4 ply G78x15",
$21.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
or 1178x15", $22.58 plus
$2.80 FE Tax. 700x15" 6
,p1028.27 plus $3.16 FE
mlax. 750116" 8 ply,
1a7.39 plus $3.95 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
49 Used Cars II Truro,
1965 CHEVROLET.
Pickup $300.00, also
topper for an El Camono
125.00. Call 436-2227
1965 FORD window Van 6
cylinder automatic
Runs Good $600 00.
Phone 354-6217.
'41/5. 5ALES -WHAT PEPARTME NT?-TANKS, AIRCRAFT, iV1151L'ES, SPARE
PART•3? I'
49 Used Cars & Trucks
I* CORVETTE, blue,
350 cu. in. Excellent
cond. Phone 753-5201 or
753-2493.
1973 TOYOTA CELICA
ST, automatic, air, must










air, new E. T. mag
wheels, 20,000 actual
miles.






owner. $1095. Call 753-
4445.
1954 DODGE Pickup,
good condition, fine for
restoration. 150.00, 753-
2580, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.









Doug Taylor at 753-2310
_ foLfree estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.1972 CAPRICE like new, 







pala, 4 door, automatic,
power steering, $250.00.
Call 753-3625
1954 CHEVY truck, good
condition. Call 345-2366
after 12 noon.
1973 GREMLIN X, VA
automatic, power
steering and brakes.













engine and new headers.
Call 753-0165 or after 5
p.m. call 436-2568.
1968 CHEVROLET grain
bed truck with heavy
duty lift, Call 753-0412.
1972 CAPRI, like new, red
with black vinyl top,
$1300.00. Call 753-3807
1962 CHEV. CHURCH bus
-with 66 -engine and 2
speed axle. %ill accept
bid over $500 tfirough




•ladleidesif stribitte weilhamme Ose of Aeries on41
smer-dirceemer dreg praises I Ws arse ehremph cintwont,
establidied depireeents le pharmacies sod ether Wei mehets•NO SELLING INOUINTD. Complete trip*& ceariarieg cooripsort
seaport AIM IN TO MINE MONTT, SKIIIIITY I IN-
Alsgempwr :tew iympultsvisitotte-.... . 4geermthied by repurchased egreemam
CALL Mr AlleMer Name, Nerketims Direche (penes•te-pirsea
cellect) 304072-7041. NATIONAL PlIANIAACIIITICAL
I MONA TOMES.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free estimate, call 753-
7238.














work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old









and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free










and roofs 'sealed. Call









ficient service. NO job




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and












Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310 for free
estimates.
WOULD LIKE YARDS to
mow or trimming or




slate, ' mirrors, shower
doors. Paver tile and







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
True call after 4




When yew need sepplies
equipment or WWII COM is
O•entwg is whet um knew
lees, We have steam dimmers
sod *titer deeming equipment
fir mitt, et it pee pottier we










vice. No job too small.






CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free






keep children in my
home. Phone 753-6550.
BABY SITTING in my
home. Call 753-7329.
WILL DO baby sitting In
my home or yours, from







, anywhere. Call Ross,
436-3505.
Murray Board of Education
Is tidal, applications for the position of Parma
Caudill/tor (part thee) for the Alarm Need Stert
Program. Applications Indy be picked up us the




8 Post Office Cars
Identical 19;3 Valiant Dusters, 8,000-1J,000
miles. Used for city delivery here in Murray.
Théë cider automatics aii reat fur is
mileage.
Starting price $3640. s200. soh. um*. web. s;odb.
$19011

















i Thk alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from







any Dog groomed and bathed.








Prices start at $386.00.
Complete, floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to choose




Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
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r---raw Deaths and Funerals
Royce E. Watkins
Dies At Age 46;
Rites Thursday
, Royce Eli Watkins died this
morning at 7:15 at his home on
Hazel Route Two. He was 46
years of age and his death
followed an illness of about
three years.
The Hazel man was born
February 16, 1930, in
Arkansas, and was the son of
the late James Marion
Watkins and Della Vermilion
Watkins.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Effie Taylor Watkins,
Hazel Route Two; six
daughters, Mrs. Betty Jane
Southerland, Viola, Ark., Mrs.
Sandra Kay Wallace, Route
One, Buchanan, Tenn., Miss
Mary Helen Watkins, Miss
Della Mae Watkins, Miss Rita
Darlene Watkins, and Miss
Bonita Carol Watkins, all of
Hazel Route Two; four sons,
James Watkins, Phoenix,
Ariz., and Richard, Royce,
and Jackie Watkins, all of
Hazel Route Two.
Mr. Watkins is also survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Pauline
Woolums, Gastonia, N. C., and
Mrs. Lucille Matheny, Union
City, Tenn.; two brothers,
Thomas Ray Watkins, Union
City, Tenn., and James Lee
Watkins, Chicago, M.; ten
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
'beict1hurw2wy at- tens.rn. at
the Mt. Sinai Baptist Church
with burial to follow in the
Beville Cemetery at Paris,
Tenn.
In charge of the
arrangements is the Miller
Funeral Home-of Hazel where
friends may call after ten a.
m. on Tuesday.
Mrs. J. P. King's
Mother Dies Sunday
Mrs. Carrie Stewart
Robinson, mother of Mrs. J. P.
King of Murray, died Satur-
day morning it her home at
Dyersburg, Tenn. She was 95
years of age and the widow of
A. 0. Robinson.
Survivors • are three
daughters, Mrs. King of
Murray, Mrs. John M. Page of
Saratoga, Calif., and Miss
Lessie Mai Robinson of
Dyersburg, Tenn.; three sons,
Lester Robinson of Winter
Park, Fla., Alonzo 0.
Robinson, Jr., of Jacksonville,
Fla., and Harry Robinson of
Memphis, Tenn.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Curry Funeral
Home, Dyersburg, Tenn., with





A Paris, Tenn., land
developer and his wife were
found shot to death at Paris
Saturday in an apparent
murder-suicide, police said
Sunday.
A spokesman for the Paris
Police Department said
Raymond Rupert Greene, 54,
and his wife, Mrs. Rena
Elizabeth Greene, 47„ were
found shot to death at Green
Valley Subdivision in Paris
-about 2 p.m. Saturday. The
spokesman said they had been
shot with a pistol.
He said Mrs. Greene, an
architect, was dead when
ufficers reached the scene.
Greene died at 11:30 p. m.
Saturday at Baptist Hospital
in Memphis. Authorities
refused to provide further
details about the incident.
Joint services will be at 4:30
p. m. today (Monday) at
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., with burial in Jones
Chapel Baptist Church
Cemetery.
The couple leaves a
daughter, Miss Sue Jane
Greene, and a son, Don
Raymond Greene, both of
Paris.
Mrs. Greene also leaves her
_amber.  Aus.,2449 owerla_
Paris; three sisters, Mts.
Audry Harris of Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Patricia Dyer of
Great Falls, Mont., and Miss
Sylvia Owens of Paris, and
five brothers, Harwell Owens.
Robert Owens, Aubrey Owens
and Delmer Owens, all of
Paris, Tenn., and Rev. Carlos
Owens of Kenya in Africa.
Mr. Greene also leaves his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond R. Greene of Paris;
two sisters, Mrs. Ruth Van-
dyke of Paris and Mrs. Grace
Nell Johnson of Houston,
Texas, and a brother, William





Presbyterian Church will hold
revival services starting
tonight (Monday) and con-
tinuing through Sunday,
August 29.
Rev. Glen 0. Crowe will be
the evangelist for the services
at 7:30 each evening, ac-











15 Chastise 7 Reg% tiv:
pr fix
17 Ekderienced 8 Perlod of
19 Sleeveless timecloak 9 Conjunction
21 Symbol for 10 Peer Gyntsamarium mother
22 Conjunction 11 Communist 2
25 A state 16 Perform 29 Diving loirdri(abbr./ 18 Sting 30 Send forth27 Husband of 20 Guido 's high 32 Native metalGudrun 33 Paddle31 Decay
32 Musical .










































































D4410 by limbed gesture Syndkste.
WA' NOT ES
by William M. Boyd
Our word "picayune", used to
mean something worthless, little
or cheap, comes from the French
name for a small French coin, the
"picaillon", comparable to our
one-cent piece.
•
to It pays to keep your valuable papers in one of our










Dr. Charles L. Tuttle who
had been practicing medicine
in Murray since 1954, died
Sunday at 7:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 61 years of
age.
The Murray doctor
specialized in obstetrics and
gynecology, with offices at the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
He had retired from the field
of obstetrics on August 1, 1975.
He graduated from Rowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
Dr. Tuttle was born July 23,
1915, in Maine and was the son
of the late Chester Tuttle and
Lillian Small Tuttle. He
served in the Air Force before
coming to Murray.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sue Miller Tuttle, 1005
South 16th Street, Murray;
three sons, Charles H. Tuttle
of Tehran, Iran, William C.
Tuttle of Fairbanks, Alaska,
and Marcus S. Tuttle of
Atlanta, Ga.
Private funeral services will
be held with the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home in charge
of the arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Calloway County Cancer Fund
or the Calloway County Heart
Roy Scarbrough Is
Dead At Age 74;
Funeral Tuesday
Roy Scarbrough of Murray
Route Eight died Sunday at
nine a.m, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 74 years of age and a
farmer.
The Calloway man was
married to the former Eulas
Lamb, who survives, in March
1923. He was born October 26,
1901, in Calloway County and
was the son of the late Thomais
Jefferson Scarbrough and
Lillie Steele Scarbrough.
Survivors are his wife; two
sons, Brent of Detroit, Mich.,
and Ralph of Nashville,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Russell (Mary) Neece of
Hazel and Miss Mabel
Scarbrough of Lancaster; one
brother, Noble of Murray
Route Six; eight grand-
children; three great grand-
children.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Rev.
Lloyd Perrin officiating.
Burial will be in the New
Providence Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Raymond Gansner
Dies At Age 57
At Paris Hospital
Raymond Gansner, son of
Mr. and Mrs, Lon W. Gansner
of Hazel, died Sunday morning
at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
The deceased was 57 years
of age and was service
manager for the Joel Russom
Buick Company, Paris.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dora Lee Gansner, and two
daughters, Mrs. Donna Rae
Maupin and Mrs. Judy Carol
Crabtree, all of Paris, Tenn.;
parents, Mr.and Mrs. Lon W.
Gansner, Hazel; two brothers,
Marvin and Clarence Gan-
sner, both of Coffeen, Ill.
Funeral services will be
held at two p.m. Tuesday at
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
burial to follow in the Hill,7rest
Cemetery there.
The Normans, led by William
the Conqueror, invaded Eng-
land in 1066.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Soliscriors who hove sot
received their home-
delivered cepy of The
Mummy Lodger IL Time, by
5:30 p.m. 14sedzy-Frkerry or
by 3:34 p.m. ow Saturdays
me erred to cell 753-1916
Wines 530 p.m. mad I
p.m., alowery-Friday, or
.12A2r:EI.t
days, P. haws delivery al
tIe orowspaper. Lib west
he *cad by 6 pa. wee!.
days or 4 pa. Seterheys to
gworsole• deNvery.
Clean ears might help impress the judges, Mike Rogers seems to believe as he
prepares his 4-H Holsteins for competition at the Kentucky State Fair. Mike, who is 13
and from Calloway County, showed in the 4-H Dairy show on Thursday, Aug. 19.
  citoei Menket
,YA
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Carp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Fieubldin Inc  WI -%
Kaufman & Broad 7ki
Ponderosa Systems 7% we
Kimberly Clark 30% 44
Union Carbide 11344 -1%
W. R. Grace 21%
Texaco 35% +4Ic
General Elec. 43%
GAF Corp 11 -46
Georgia Pacifte 311%
Pfizer . .37% -%
P•••••••-=A--.. Isw -
Disney 47% -%
Franklin aftit 32%. -%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon teday firnisbed to the L= s&








































R. Hoffa was strangled in the
basement of a house only
minutes after he disappeared




sources as saying they think
they know the identities of the
men who carried out the
execution and will soon have
enough evidence for in-
dictments.
The magazine said in-
vestigators believe Hoffa was
unwittingly set up for the
killing July 30, 1974 by his
foster son, Charles L.
"Chuckle" O'Brien, who
became outraged at himself
when he realized what he had
• The rnalgazine-accotint said
Hoffa- was abducted after he
went to keep an appointment
O'Brien had helped arrange at
the Machus Red Fox
restaurant in the Detroit
suburb of Bloomfield Town-
ship. Authorities believe that
Hoffa was taken from the
restaurant to the basement of
a nearby private home where





As law as IA•77
ARTCRAFT STUDIOS
L... law Mho Prices
1115 So. 11% 753-4435
Zacchini Gets A Bang Out Of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Ai') —
Hugo Zacchini really gets a
bang out of his job.
Zacchini is getting shot out
of a cannon twice a day at the
Kentucky State Fair.
In his 15 years as a human
payload in a 20-foot silver
cannon, Zacchini says he has
been injured only twice —
once with a broken ankle and
once a spinal compression —
when the net he lands on
collapsed.
Getting shot from a cannon,
however, is in Zacchini's blood
— his lather, Edmond, "built
the first one in 1922 in Malta,"
Zacchini said.
The first firing was in a
performance in Cairo "and it
was such a big success that
they all thought the act would
be a hit," Zacchini added.
More cannons were built, he
said, until there were five of
them shooting off at various
places around the world. The
act was brought to the United
States when John Ringling _ and a horse show.
Job - -Twice Clay At Slate Fair
saw a performance in
Copenhagen in 1929.
Zacchini's performances
are at 2:30 and 4 p.m. daily in
the West Hall of the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition Center.
Each day for the rest of the
fair, Zacchini will climb into
the cannon to be shot 50 feet




for would-be cannon fodder to
noltsleVell, it takes "athletic
build, acrobatic ability and a
sense of balance — especially
a sense of balance," Zacchini
said, adding that the cannon
actually operates on com-
pressed air; the black powder
explosion is strictly for
decoration.
Other special events at the




tertainment by artists in-
cluding thv Bluegrass Alliance
THINK ABOUT IT!
By KENNETH IMIS
In a world of discord and disagreement, hostilities
and hatred., all of us can be thankful for the vast im-
proved attitudes of friendliness seen throughout our
it onllf_look. Where divisions and dif-
ferences were y de-Batect, not libw see open and-
frank discussion in friendly manner.
The walls and their shadows of religious isolationism
are being removed. Protestant and Catholic relations
have changed, have vastly improved in recent years.
They are not only more friendly in their talks with each
other, they are LISTENING to each other. Catholic
priests and Protestant ministers appear in public on all
sorts of occasions - without provoking argument. It i
s
not uncommon these days to see a priest and minister
participate in 'mixed' marriages. Masonic and Knights
of Columbus groups are having lunch and dinner dates
together.
Even though doctrines and rituals may differ, it is
encouraging to see people realize that basically we are
all one body, baptized in one body...
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 Swell 3rd
753-2411
(Continued from Page I)
four.
At 3:37 a. m., Terri Tabers
stopped rocking for about 40
seconds. She then w-ke up,
kept rocking and watched
until her brother came and
took her home about half air
hour later.
Darling struggled through
the crucial hour between 3 and
4 a. m. then he rallied,
becoming very mentally
and seemed wide awake and
in tip-top shape when he
decided to quit.
At the 4:45 a. m. break, both
Stom and Bray jogged around
the block. Stom had exercised
at nearly every break.
Bray kept an unbelievable
pace going. It almost seemed
impossible for someone to
rock as long and as fast as he
did. Stom, who listened to rock'
music on his headphones
during the night, wanted the
trophy.
Bray, who plans to use his
share of the money to fix up
his car, didn't care for the
trophy but like Stom, thought
the idea of splitting up the
money even was a good one.
Perhaps the most un-
believable thing about it all
was that when it ended,
Woodrow Rickman was on
hand. Looking "just a bit"
exhausted, Rickman slept for
about seven hours after his
rock of 52:25.
The Senior Citizens and the
Murray Quota Club will both
split the profits. The Quota
Club plans to use their money
to the service of those who
have speech and hearing
handicaps.
Through the entire event,




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The 'Kentucky Sheriff's
Association has re-elected
Marshall County Sheriff Jerry
English as its president.
Other officers re-elected
were: Breckinridge County
Sheriff Bobby Kennedy, first
vice president; McCracken
County Sheriff Hal Cole,
cond vice_ preSuient•
&tiff' tattnty •SiyeTtli.
Hudson, sergeant at arms; -
Carroll County Sheriff








SAVE BIG ON THESE BIG APPLIANCES
































Hurry.. We re clearing out
our stockroom with specially
reduced prices. Many brands
,and models... all priced to
_WI now! It you need a home
appliance, television, or
stereo now s the time to buy
and SAVE BIG! Don't miss-




WASHER & DRYER SPECIALS -BUY EM
SEPARATELY OR BY THE PAIR BUT BUY
NOW AND YOU CAN REALLY SAVE'
WWI-5500 61. DOE 5300 61.
tylnarAshaemr..6.E.— —
Washer  57005292 
Dryer  199.'
m 6200 61. 
$°' Dryer 211
DOE 1100 G.E. 
"
MU 135.61. 
Washer  1329' Dryer  239"
TELEVISION & $TEREO
COLOR. BLACK & WHITE PORTABLES.
TICBLE MODELS CONSOLES MODELS
FROM EVERY LINE REDUCED TO MOVE
EM OUT NOW!
. it tlaci I White
6.E. T.V..lir












Color T.V.  1239' -
8 WAYS TO PAY • Cash • Goodyear Reveiong Charge • Our On Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
AT GOODYEAR
r..747
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
. irtEAR SERVICE STORE --r
iter; Moors: 7:111 A.M. Nitta 6:00 P.M. Doily - 0002 Fridley ovetia:00
721 So. 12th St. Murray, Ky. 753-0595
